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Number 38

ST. GEORGE'S SCHOOL

CEAND LODGE I. O. O. F.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
HOLDS ANNUAL MEETING
MEET.
Last Sunday at high noon at
AT TUCUMCARI.
It' is a pleasure, to hi our frie
the R. D. Purcell home, 10 "miles nds know that St. George's Sch
The Honorable Board of Coun- The
Associa- northeast of Roy, occured the
ool is progressing very favorably
T
TioHo-'ty
O
O
F.
Commissioners of Harding
The
Grand
tion meeting held at the Baptist wedding ceremony that made
The work done durinr the 'of the State of New Mexico, met County have been in session all
The Roy' Public Schools and Church last Tuesday evening;
Harry Brockman and Miss Ha- first month, has been very satis-- ,
the Harding County High School was quite a success. The atten- zel Purcell
at Tucumcan Tuesday and Wed- week attending to different matman and wife.
factory ; throughout all the gra- nesday of this week. The Gra- ters of importance to the County
began its 1921-2- 2 term last Mon- dance was not as good as it
Rev. Massagee the Baptist des; and we feel that this is bui
A number of bills owed by the
Rebe-ka- h
day morning with an excellent should have been, but the proMinister
of Roy pronounced the the beginning of a very suceess-fu- l nd Encampment and the
County
were taken up and Audienrollment and a splendid corps gram rendered was splendid in- words
Assembly
met
also
Tucum
at
that made two. hearts
school year.
ted and passed upon by the Comof teachers in charge.
cari
week.
this
deed.
beat as one. The beautiful ring
The most important point, is
The School met at the Baptist
Nearly 200 delegates were pre- missioners. The division of taThe Association reported that "eremony was used to tie the
Church Monday morning and a it had something like $175.00 to knot more securely; Miss Lu- that we have made a successful sent at the Grand Lodge and En- xes was taken up and the Treaarrangement with regard to the campment and over 100 Rebe-kah- s surer will make a division of the
large number of patrons , were apply on. the payment of the newj cille Purcell a younger
sister of program oi studies.
present to hear thet talks made Piano, and that the piano had the bride acted
were in attendance at the different funds within a
as Bridesmaid,
Departments in Domestic Sci Assembly.
by various persons regarding the been ordered, a fine one costing and Mark Brockman,
This will make available
The reports from
brother of ence and Manual Arts, have been the
a certain amount of funds in the
schools and matters pertaining something like $600.00 but one the Groom,
Lodges
various
Subordinate
acted as best man. established. Miss Lena Schon-hard- t.
to thfi schools.
showed a fine gain in member- different School Districts also
that will be a credit to the new
The Bride wove a beautiful
a competent dressmaker, ship and all in excellent shape of the special levies etc.
After these talks and the tea building.
dress of white sheer material, will take, charge of the sewing,
The Commissioners have orfinancially.
cher assignments the pupils, reThe program was verv inte- the groom wore the conventional
she will be assisted by Sister
5 large graders,
dered
A
turned home and actual work resting and some fine talks and black.
large
by
several
banquet
given
was
;
Ann Lorctto, teacher of sixth the
5 road plows and consideslips,
vibegan Tuesday morning with an readings were given, the musi-c"- 1
to
Tucumcari
people
the
The ceremony took place in
ami eighth grades.
nroilnipnt of near the three
siting delegates on Tuesday eve- rable other road material for the
"umbers of course they were the presence of about 40 invited seventh
As in the preceeding year, Sisof the very highest order.
ning and a reception on Wednes- use of the road supervisors of
hundred mark.
v,:eits find immediately after
the several road districts. Th
The next meeting will be held the wedding a fine dinner wa.-- ter Josephine wil give lessons day evening.
The schools will be domiciled
in elocution,
for the first thre months in the the first Tuesday evening in No served by the brides mother, as- tal music. vocal and instrumen
The following officers were different tax levies for the 192.1
Baum and Lucero buildings. The vember, and you should make un sisted by Mrs. Roy Freeman and
elected for the ensuing year. assessment were taken up and
Sister M. Consuella, teacher of Grand Master,
Damn building has ten rooms in your mind right now to attend. it was some dinner too, for .third;.
Lem A. Wright the several levies made subject
fourth and fifth grades, of Clovis, Deputy
it and the Lucero buildir? two These meetings are for your Prof. J. E. Russell who was pre- with the
Grand Master to the revision of the State Tax
aid of Miss O'Connor
rooms., and while the conditions good and for the aid of your sent, pronounced it "Simply will
Robert N. Miller of Ilaggerman, Commission. We were unable
teach cooking to the large-girl- Grand Warden,
are not the best, yet the school children, so why not attend and ' Grand."
J. Bert Lock of to get the different levies for
A class in painting and
can make out until the new build get some good from them.
Grand
Secretary, this weeks paper but will try
Oirlsbad:
On Monday evening an infalr itexting, under the direction
of C. Bert Smith, of Artesia ; Gra- and have them for next week.;
ing is done the first of the cogiven
was
by
dinner
the grooms Sister, Florence has also been
'
ming year.
nd Treasurer. A. J. Newsome, of paper.
3. A. ELICKENSTAFF
parents to the happy couple and added.
Anmnber of other matters
The enrollment in the
Alamogordo.
The next Grand
to a number of invited guests,
PASSES AWAY IN
i ine uoys- not to be outdone Lodge will be held in Clayton, were taken up and discussed but'
County High School has'already
night
at
about
will be in charge of Father Va- CALIFORNIA
left over for a later consideration
passed the 40' mark and will
(it sounded like there was chon. who will give them tho- N. M. in October next year.
We will try and give a complete
reach 50 the first of the coming
Roy
The
delegates
were
from
guests
a
thousand)
arrived nd rough and practical instructions
News has been received in
report of the Commissioner;;
w eek, and probably '75 by the
C. Grunig,
R.
B.
R.
J.
Reeder,
to
fashioextended
old
an
them
in Agriculture and Manual Traiend of the first month. This Roy that Mr. E.A. Blickenstaff, ned charvari. Harry treated the ning. '
Floersheim for the Grand Lodge work at this meeting next week.
a
of
former
resident
near
Solano
schhigh
speaks well for a new
and
Miss Etta ííornbaker, delecandy
to
crowd
and
and
cigars
e feel, that St George's School and the first and onW one hi passed awav at his home in Ca- all went home wishing Harry
gate to the Assembly. The RepNow really don't you. feel
ool,
in
altho
its infancy, 'has a
the County with a full four lifornia on Saturday September and wife a life of bliss.
to the Sovereign proud when you look at the spleresentatives
great
future
before
it.
is
illand
it
24th, at 3.45 P. M after an
year high school course.
Lodge elected by the state ndid new school building going
Mr. Brockman. the groom is the ambition of all
Catholics Grand
Prof. Hendricks who has char- ness of only 16 days. Mr. Blick- the eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. of Roy, to make istheone
L. E. Byrne of Clayton, and up so rapidly? Isn't it comple-tein- g
were
of th.
ge of both Roy School and the enstaff became tiolently ill a W. L. Brockman of north of Roy finest schools
E. A. Hanna of Artesia.
or bringing to a realizain the West.
Harding County High School has few days after his sickness fell and has 'spent the greater porThe delegates present report tion a dream you have liad in
upon
him
and
very
was
there
been kept quite busy all week
tion of his life on the mesa and
Mr. and Mrs. Lane who have a fine time and that Tucumcari view for years? Why of course
assigning pupils and getting the little hope at any time for his was for a number of years one leen visiting
at the Woodward people as entertainers can't be it is, and don't you know that
schools started off in shipshape recovery. The remains were in- of Mora County's prosperous homes east of town,
;a great deal of credit for this
returned to beat in the whole state.
terned in a vault in California
order.
school
teachers,
but
he
later
magnificent building going up so
home
their
in
Shawnee,
Okla,
on
Wednesday
the 28th, and at
The following are the teachers
took up farming for a vocation the first of the week.
rapidly belongs to the Roy SchFELTON-YELTOMrs.
same
time
the
of
the
ashes
his
of the two schools:
years
past
few
and
been
the
has
ool
Board who have worked and
Lane
was
formerly
Miss
Minme
Harding. Co. High School, Prof. daughter Eva which had leen a tiller of soil. We are sure his Woodward.
'.burned midnight oil many and
City,
in
at
Oklahoma
a
vault
News has been received in many
Hendricks, Prof T. P. Potts. Mabride has made a good choice
a night that this building
.vas, intproed with his body.
Roy
by the friends of John
rion Grawe, Mrs. Knox Bell.
"
regret
day
will
-and
the
never
should
be rushed to completion.
i
Mrs.
C.
I.
MráTllickenptaff
Dodds
and
wao 71 years
stating that he was marrieo
Jennie Thorton and Katherine and one
Harry fcr a life part- Mr?. M.
have rente-th- September 20th at Kinsley, Kan. Allright then lets give them creold at the time she took
month
Shotwell.
ner.
dit for what, they are doing and
R. A. Pendleton home for
of his death.
The Grade teachers of the
Mrs. Brockman the Bride is the coming year and have mpvei to Miss Mary Velton of Alva, have done, and not knock on
Mr.
f
hoiroeteaded
Blickemtaf
,
Oklahoma.
Roy Schools are : Mrs. M. C. HeMr., and Mr: 10.4.. . íney are now
them as orne are doing. Give
in the early days about 4 miles Hie durhtr- of
cn::iiy joc '
well
John
is
known
on
the 'credit when credit belongs.
ndricks, Mrs. E. Ü. Choate, Leda 'jouth
Route
D.
of
R.
"A"
Pwcell
noW
homes
up
best
the
out' ii
and proved
ir mesa,' having homesteaded on
Schiiell, Lena Lv.sk, "Eula Hen;
is one of thr? town.
on a ebúm in that. . community east of Roy, and
a place north of Mills sevsr?!
dr",l's. and Fannie Blevins..
he was well known and Mesa's accomplished daughters
Mr. raid Mrs. August Peter-m;'.- n
vears r go and has been a resiHarWith such a strong line up of where
we
feel
satisfied
that
and
where
he
will
who
friends
has
''
"...
aiid family, and Mr. and
dent
of
wi'l
famesa
since
r""0"
the
so
have
with
the
:r
outlook
f
teachers and the
ry could have searched the whol?
mourn his death.
G. VTierccy and family of
Mrs.
Illinois
Siturday
tn
exception
a
few
of
months
when
attend
tV
vorable for the Roy Schools, we
a
made
better
mesa and never
!Alva .Oklahoma, are visiting re
cannot see why Roy cannot have
choice for his future helpmeet funeral of her brother who vr? he was back at Alva making
latives and liKT.ds east of Roy.
ir,
billed
in
lato
to
the
World
preparations
bride
War
in
the
E.
New
RusseJl
in
J.
drove
Prof.
win
schools
of
best
one
the
than his selection of last Sundav
'
France
. The
body arrived at that will be his helpmate throu- Mr. and Mrs.. Peterinan are the
jVlexico.
from Clarenden Texas last week
Mr. and Mrs. Erockman will
parents of Mrs. Fred Brefbrd of
in his Dodge and is taking a make their future home on the Hoboken Thursday and the fune gh life.
We did not learn the full par- the Pleasant View neighborhood.
once over of the best pla.ee in Mrs. Wm. Mericle farm, 12 miles pal will be held at the family
BOX SUPPER A SUCCESS
hn
about the middle of next ticulars of the wedding, but pre- They expect to stay two or three
The Box Supper given last New Mexico. Jesse is as fat as north of Roy, and at which place-theweek.
sume they will make their fu- weeks and are enjoying life on
and
wears
ever
pleasant
to
that
their
will be at ho"e
Friday evening by the ladies of
the Great Tequesite Me:;a. They
ture home near Mills.
the Methodist Church, netted smile we all love to see. He i; manv friends on and after No
drove through in a car. end ren
The
extends
We have been informed that
them over fifty dollars.. A large still in the Insurance business vember first.
port
that the roads in places are
The Spanish American with our County Seat is soon to have the Ilartiest of Congratulations
crowd was present and all en- and is making good in his work.
bad condition.
in
a
to
the happy Bride and Groom.
joyed the 'evenings entertain- He has just completed a course its thousand readers extendi-- ' a newpaper; we hope that it will
University
and
Denver
in
the
the Heartit of Congratulations be more successful in getting
Ray
ment very much.
into operation than the other
was auctioneer and handled thf says he can easily see where he to the happy couple.
gentlemen who have decided to
job like one of the Old Colonels should have taken this course
years ago. Tie reports his fa- BURGLARS STEAL 25 SUITS start a paper at Mosquero, here's
of the mesa.
mily all doing nicely and thaJ
FRCM RATON STORE. success to the new comer.
Miss Frma is attending a College
ROY TRADING COMPANY
Thieves ented the etorp of
OPENS ME VT MARKET. at Dallas, and is completing her
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Pendleton
Of course it is the Kilmurray Clothing Compa- and daughters, left for Califormusic course.
The Roy Trading Company easy to see that Mr. Russell and ny some time after 3 o'clock nia points last Wednesday afterhas again reonened their meat in fact his whole family are rea Tuesday morning and stole, twent- noon. They are traveling by
suits of ready made auto and will take their time, as
market and will handle all' kinds lly homesick for the mesa and! y-five
of fresh and cured meats. They to be sure .they will move back clothing. The clothes all bort Dick says he is in no hurry.
have employed Mr. D. M. Finley j some day' like they all do in a the mark of the maker also that They will visit many sights of
as meat cutter 'which assures course of time. Mr. Russel is of the firm and it is thought interest on the way and wil'
We have strained our CREDIT to the
them that they have a good man well pleased with the School out that there will be a little trouble spend the winter on the coast
breaking point to assist OUR CUSTOMERS in
at the head of their meat depart- look and is proud as we are of in running down the burglars. enjoying life in the balmy brethe crops.
our new school building.
Mr. Kilmurray, owner of the ezes of California.
HARVESTING and THRESHING
ment .
The
creditors
our
when
arrived
now
establishment, is a brother of
has
The time
will keep them
Richard Kilmurray of Roy.
are demanding their money for past due acinformed as to the happenings
counts. We now ask that you assist us AS WE
of the old town while away.
SENATORIAL ELECTION
HAVE YOU.' and make a liberal payment on
We must insist
RETURNS OF HARDING
your account immediately.
The Roy School Trucks, five
done.
COIVTY.
be
that this
in number come in each day loaThé following is a vote
ded
pupils
get
eager
to
with
the
of Harding County, at the
YOUR PATRONAGE HAS BEEN
election held September 20th. best of the Roy Schools. Jack
APPRECIATED,
. and we hope to merit
We are publishing this at the Mahoney and Wm. Heath both
business,
but on account of the
your
future
request of a number of our say that they will have to put
conditions,
it is impossible
financial
strenuous
on to hold their loads
readers who wish to know the sideboards
business.
CREDIT
do
any
further
for us to
up to the thirty
political standing of the several as they areexpect
t
several more
mark and
precincts of the County.
COMMENCING SATURDAY October first we
30on. The other trucks have 25
Pet. Bursum Hanna Smith Sena to
will do a strictly cash business only; no charge
more
28
also
board
or
and
the
1
64
1
95
whatever will be made to any one. OUR PRI-- .
find it necessary to put on ano1
1
38
2
35
WILL BE
CES IN EVERY DEPARTMENT
town
northwest
of
ther truck
3 ' 157
2
2
222
GREATLY REDUCED and it will be to your
good
week.
íext
work
the
Let
4
49
1
51
jontinue. The best is none too
..v. vantage to trade with us for cash.
5
29
9
children.
our
for
?ood
6 . 16
1
1
50
COUNTRY PRODUCE taken at high12
7
2
1 "
est market price.
...
.A '
.
Threshing on the mesa is just
8
13
46
about over with: There are a
9
18
17
few scattering jobs, but these
1
10
23
should be completed within a
9
15
U
ZS3Z
week or so.
The yield has not
12
32
22
been a irood as exnected. but
13
11
even at the small yield, the out
14
28
22
put vulj run into the hundreds of
7
15
2
23
A Prof itable Place to Trade.
thousands of Lushels.
PARENT-TEACHER-

.

HARDING COUNTY HIGH
SCHOOL OPENED MONDAY MORNING.

BROCKMAN-PURCEX-

S
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Spanish-America-

Buy

TO OUR FRIENDS AND

j

'

Spanish--

American

Come in ánd see our new Fall
Suits and Coats. A complete line

pre-ñne- ts

at right prices.

'

Our hew Gage hats are now in.
Come in and look them over.

Buy your Coleman Lámp now.
The eyenings are getting long.

.

h
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FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE

ROY TRADING COMPANY

16
17
18

17
8
07

12
12
4

1
1

3

COMPANY

f Qwm.

G. Johnson, E.J.1L Roy'l
Dr. L. P. Brown were busi
ncss visitors in
fir'jt of the re

i

&tl'I

Total

621

G05

Bunums prrdity 21.
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Máes Hard

Work Harder

back makes á day's work
hard. Backache usually
comes from weak kidneys, and if
headaches, dizziness or urinary disorders are added, don't wait get
help before the kidney disease
takes a grip before dropsy, gravel
or Bright's disease sets in, Doan't
Kidney PilU have brought new life
and new strength to thousands of
Used
working men and women.
and recommended the world over,
Atk your neighbor!
A bad
twice- - as

SMigOF THE

0

A Colorado Case
Joseph Burger
dealer. Eighth
VkaSUqr
and State Aves.,
lnln.. aiiva:
".My kidneys were dls- ordered and acted
regularly.
I had
soreness across
lips and through my
legs.
When I bent
over, a shoot In c rjal
caught me and I would
be able to
hardly
straighten again. I
used Doan's Kidney
Pills and I was entirely cured so I
haven't had a symptom ot kidney
trouble since."
re

a,

a

rw.i

I

Cat Doan't at Any Store, 60 a Bos

DOAN'S ""JiV
FOSTER. MILBURN

CO., BUFFALO, N. V.

NothingTooGood for Your Ford
Great Utile carl Make h greater
by Mopping

the chattel, rattle and

atiats with

na

ADVANCE

Cork Insert
Brake Lining
for Fords
Write (or intmatinf

book

tdk whr Cock inert ora
chatter and tattle. v
And next time roe set
lining teD your dealer to
'Cork Imert."
ADVANCE

AUTOMOBILE

ffiuMty'',
ggjTgfff
CHAPTER

jf

AUTHOR

COPYRIGHT,
XI

CORP.

ACCESSORIES

ftVaselini

Vaseline
Reg U.S.Pat.OfT.

Carbolated
PETROLEUM JELLY

Acanvenienrsafe
antiseptic for home
use. Invaluable for
dressing cuts and
sares. A time-trie- d

remedy:

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES

CHESESSSXtO&l MFG. CO.
Stat Street
VewYork

Boss Over Something.
"Who Is really 'the boss In your
home?" Inquired the friend.
"Well, of course, Maggie assumes
coimntind of the children, the servants,
the dog, the cat, and the cniiury. but
I can nay almost what I please to
the goldfish."
DYED HER SKIRT, DRESS.

SWEATER AND DRAPERIES
Each package of "Diamond Dves" con
tains directions so simple any woman can
lye or tint her worn, shabby dresses,
skirts, waists, coats, stockings, sweaters
coverings, draperies, hangings, everything
even if she has never dyed before. Buy
"Diamond Dyes" no other kind then perfect home dyeing is sure because Diamond
.Dyes are guaranteed, not to spot, fade,
streak, or run. Tell your druggist whether
the material you wish to dye is wool oi
silk, or whether it is linen, cotton 01
mixed goods. advertisement.

Proved True.

It was the freak of a New York
broker to have printed on his checks
the quotation:
"Riches take unto
themselves
wings and fly
Later he became bankrupt.

away
Boston

Transcript.
ASPIRIN INTRODUCED
BY "BAYER"

IN

1900

Look for Name "Bayer" on the Tablets, Then You Need
Never Worry.
s
If you want the true,
Aspirin, as prescribed by physicians
for over twenty-on- e
years, you must
ask for "Bnyer Tablets of Aspirin."
The name "Bayer" Is stamped on
each tablet and appears on each
age for your protection against Imitations. Advertisement
world-famou-

BV RANDALL

Continued.

Yet what, house was this that she
should be here? How did It happen
that we were at the same place? Had
he come voluntarily; or a prisoner?
Had she been tricked into coining? or
brought by force? and was slm held
here helpless to escape? I tried the
door softly It was locked.
This,
coupled with the fact that the key was
upon the outside, served to answer
the main question.
However she
came, she was now being held a
prisoner. We must both be In the
same hands, in the unscrupulous
grasp of this desperate gang of crim
inals, determined to gain from us at
any cost the secret we
to share. I hesitated, but for only a
moment, debating with myself the best
course to pursue. Should I endeavor
to escape from the house alone, and
then return to her rescue with help?
or face the greater dunger of attempting to take her with me? The former
move Involved exposure of her whole
connection with the affair, and I was
afraid to take upon myself the responsibility. I knew not who she was;
or why she had become involved In
this mesh of crime. I fenred Harris'
knowledge, the evidence he might disclose, and what his passion for revenge
might drive him to do, If he once
found his game decisively blocked. It.
would he better for me to tell her all
first and then act at her direction.
I reinserted the key in the lock
noiselessly, shot back the bolt and
opened the door, stepping quickly
within to Instantly shut out the glare
of. light. It seemed to me this was
accomplished In utter silence, but, as
the door latched behind me, she was
upon her feet, plainly startled by the
Intrusion.
'Who are you? What does this
mean? why, Mr. Severn!"
Tes," I responded quickly,' yet
making no effort to advance, "you
have nothing to fear; only do not
speak loudly."
"But please explain. I I am cot
afraid of you, of course, but how do
you happen to be here?"
'Perhaps you will permit me to
ask a question first, which may sound
ridiculous enough where am 1?
"You do not know that even? I
can at least answer with certainty,"
her composure returning ; "you, tire at
247 Le Compte street."
"Waldron's house; that possibility
never occurred to me. Sounds strange,
doesn't it? But the truth Is I was
brought here unconscious.''
"You were attacked?"
"Slugged In Costlgan's saloon," I
explained shortly. "It took three of
them to do it, but they did a good
job.
That must have been about
midnight. What time is it now?"
"It is after four; who are they?"
"Harris, Waldron and Costigan
some combination."
"But why should they slug you,
Mr. Severn?''
"Simply because of my connection
with the mysterious Miss Gessler," I
explained. "Harris had chosen to associate us together, believing we know
who murdered and robbed Alva, and
where the spoils are hidden. They
endeavored first to put me through the
third degree, and when I refused to
squeal as you know simply because I
possessed no knowledge to communicate they resorted to force, and here
I am."
Her eyes, wide open, questioning,
were upon my face.
"They they asked you about meí
Why should they suppose you know

anything?"
"Largely because we were together
at Perond'B. I presume. Harris
claims to know you who you are. Is

that truer
"It may be,"

water

I

Have Cash Buyers

for aalabl farms.
Will deal
Uta ownart
my.
(Jive description and rush prlca.
M. M. I' K K K I N
II Oullar Bids.
Ctaaba. ala.

robbery?" ' '
"Yes and' of the murder. The way
he 'tells it the thing does sound rather
ugly," I confessed regretfully, but
believing the time had arrived for
plain speech between us. "At least I
was In no position to contraven his
clalSBS."

PARRISH

this crime?"

Relief

.ELL-AN- S.
INDIGESTION

-

"You imply you suspect me also of

ta

Sur

KQrr223

-

'

tf cavendish

Illustrations-

she admitted. "What
Some have a hard time picking out has happened tonight almost convinces
a car to heaven because the lower me. I came here willingly, only to find
berths all seem to be tnken.
myself a prisoner.
Sarah Waldron
telephoned me that she was ill, and
Scarcely anything seems Impossible needed me. I have known her ever
to the intin who can will strongly Hlnce I was a girl; we were from the
and long enough.
same town, so really I thought nothing
unusual of her call. I have seen no
one here since 1 came no men, i
mean and did not remove my clothes,
In anticipation of being called."
"She claimed to be here alone?"
"There are roomers on the floor
below, but I met none."
"But I found your door locked," I
Insisted.
"That Is very strange. I heard
nothing. Perhaps if you will explain
Bell-an-s
what they asked you, we may come to
Hot
some understanding of what this all
Sure Relief means. Does Harris accuse me of the
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were-suppose-

1723 Prairie Avenua, Chicato
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'So, not that! I have given you
my faith ; but it has been given blindlv
You have refused me your confidence.
1 do not even know your name, your
place of residence, how you became
Involved in this cordon.
You must
acknowledge I am badly handicapped
wnen it comes to attempting your de
fense."
"ion nave been very true, very
kind," she admitted, and extended her
hand. "You must know how greatly
I appreciate such faithfulness,' Mr,
Severn. But tell me whut Harris holds
to be proof against me. If all till be
true, we cannot waste time here: lu

talk."

CHAPTER

XII.

At the Foot of the Stairs
"No, It will soon be morning, and
all way of escape blocked.
He
willing to sweár that you agreed to
permit Alva to drive you downtown,
and that :you' actually departed to
gether. This charge can perhaps be
answered by the testimony of Krantz,
if he can be got on the witness stand
as you have told me he accompanied
"
you on a street car."
'
"Which Is true."
"I accept your word, of course; but
Harris does hot, and I must confess
he has some evidence to create sus
picion."
'You soy that!"
"I. must, to be perfectly honest.
will even confess there have' been
I doubted.
Let me tell
you Alva wns undoubtedly killed with
a dagger hatpin, exactly like that one
In yoilr hat there," and I pointed to
It on the dresser.
Her eyes turned thRt. waj in nn
expression of startled surprise. "Killed
with a hatpin like that of mine?"
"Yes, there Is no doubt as , to .the
.

...

time's-whe-

I

Would Not Believe You Guilty of
Deliberate Murder."

"And, even then, you sought to
me? You cared enough for that?"
"I hardly know; it must have been
true enough. I Scarcely doubted but
what it was your act only I persuaded myself that the man must have
attacked you, and that you struck in
I would hot believe you
guilty of deliberate murder. I meant
to give you a chance; so I took the
weapon away with me."
She drew a long breath.
"No one saw you?"
"Not a soul ; the street was abso
lutely deserted. I wiped oft the blood,
and hid the knife in my pocket until
I reached the hotel; then I concealed
It at the bottom of my valise."
"It is still there?"
led Harris to
"No; something
suspect I was not Daly, and he set
out to Investigate. He had my tele
phone number, and easily located both
hotel and room. Waiting until I left
the key, he entered, and went through
the valise in search of anything he
could find. He came upon the dagger
hatpin, remembered that you had just
such a one in your hat that night,
and Instantly jumped to the conclusion,
as he had seen the wound, that this
He be
was the weapon of murder.
lieves we were working together, and
this was why I had conceuled the
knife."
"And you? you believed that?
"I believed in you," I said earnestly,
"At first I thought it must be you;
then I saw that pin In your hat again,
when I knew I had one just like it
hidden at the hotel. This gave me
new hope, until I returned and discovered my valise slit open, and the
dagger gone. I knew of no one who
woulddo such an act or had occasion to except you, in an effort to
destroy evidence.
"Then later, when that was cleared
up by Harris acknowledging that he
was the one who got the pin, I told him
about your having your own In your
hat at Perond's. He only laughed, and
said you were smart enoueh to buv
another, as soon as the first was
found missing; that doubtless there
were plenty to be had."
"He's right; there are. At least I
know of one shop on lower Broadway
where they are for sale." She stopped
suddenly, with a peculiar gesture.
Why, now I think of it, Sarah Wal
dron has one exactly Jike mine; I
bought it for her."
"Ivan Waldron's ' wife?"
, "Of. course ; that's rather odd, isn't

'It opens up a line of thought, any
way, uouia you nna out, do you
suppose, if she has. it still? What
does she know About her husband?'
it?-

The girl laughed softly.
"Know!
Less even than I do, I
Imagine.
lie doesn't, show up here
ofte'ner than once In six months, and
barah gets nothing from him. She
wouldn't know why?"
'Because, after all, it might be the
Itussian;- If it was he would have to
He to Harris, and pretend to know
nothing.
You heard how those two
talked at Perond's. What did you
make of it?"
She drew her eyes together, leaving
the marks of a frown on her fore
head.
"That they had planned together to
rob Alva; that' Waldron Was to be
hidden somewhere outside, and was
to wait for Harris to signal him that
the money had been paid over."
Exactly; 'Harris failed to learn
that the money changed hands, and
consequently
did not signal.
But
Waldron, nevertheless, .was outside
waiting; had no doubt spotted Alva's
machine, and was ready to act. The
one thing we do not know Is did
Alva start home alone: or did one
of the men accompany him? If the
latter supposition is true then that
fellow must hnve" committed
the
murder,
with Waldron a possible
accomplice after the crime. If not
true, then the only other solution Is
that Alva picked Waldron up for companionship. Were they acquainted at

all?"

j. tn in k so, but am not sure; you
said Waldron
first reported this
nature of the weapon. I know more chance to Harris."
about that than Harris, even."
So he did ; then It is quite possible
"How are you so sure a hatpin was the two knew each other. That would
the weapon used? The police reports make It easy for the Russian to ask a
say nothing like that."
ride. Whoever struck the blow was In
"ihey do not know; I do. The the rear seat. This theory fits in all
Is,
truth
I was the first to discover right with his actions toward Harris.'
the, murder.
I related to you my
.What do you mean to do?"
conversation
with Harri3, after all
"Shadow Waldron; he Is sure to
others had left the foundry. We must expose himself sooner or later. We
have been there alone for an hour, must get away from here, out of
the
When we left we separated, believing hands of these fellows.
Could you
this to be safe, and I walked down find your way to the stairs in the
Gang street alone In the rain. Some dark?"
blocks below the foundry I came upon
"Yes. I have been here often."
this car, bumped up against the curb,
"Then I am going to turn out this
and apparently abandoned. The rear light before opening the door."
door stood wide open, and I looked In
She led the way confidently enough,
side, and felt about, merely from moving silently along the wall,
I
My
curiosity.
fingers touched some- keeping close so as to touch her. A
thing lying on the floor, and, when few steps brought us
forth Into the
I drew it out, and looked at it in the hall at the head of a flight of stairs
light of a distant street-lamI dis- leading downward. My fingers gripped
covered it to be a dagger hatpin, dis- the banisters, while she stood aside
colored with blood."
to let me pass.
She stared at me In horror.
"You better go ahead now ; the next
"Like that one there?"
flight is directly beyond this, and
"Exactly like it. I had seen the ends at the street door."
one in your hat, and remembered."
"You will follow?"
"You thought it must be mine?
"Of course; I shall keep right be
That that I had murdered him?"
hind you."
"I hardly believe I thought at all.
We went down step by step, not a
But I investigated the front seat, stair creaking, or a sound louder than
and found Alva's body hanging over our own breathing. I reached the
the wheel, with a gash in the back last step, warned by the newel post,
of his coat Btlcky with blood. Then and felt ahead with one groping foot
I knew."
to assure myself of the level beyond.
"Knew what?"
Her fingers grasped my sleeve, and
"How the man had been killed. I lips almost at my ear, whispered a
believed - then you were with him barely audible warning.
alone; I had reason to, for I orer-hear(TO BE CONTINUED.)
his invitation, and your answer.
I recognized the weapon as one you
How Absorbing.
had in your possession.
My first
"He makes a soft living."
thought was that It would utterly con"Howr
demn you if tver found."
"By sponging it,
'

d

My Pa has lots of shirt to show.
He says that that's all right
As long as Ma has Faultless Starch,
To keep his shirts so white."

mil
mm
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and has brought contentment and happiness to thousands of home seekers and their families who have
settled on her FREE homesteads or bought land at
attractive pricoi. They have established their own
homes ana secured prosperity and independence.
g
sections of the prairie
In the great
prorincea there is still to be had on easy terms

Fertile Land

at $15 to $30 an Acre

land similar to that which through many years

has yielded mm 20 to 45 buahela of wheat
to the acre oata, barley and flax also in great
abundance, while raising horses, cattle, aneep
and hogs is equally profitable. Hundreds of farm-

ers in Western Canada have raised crops in a single
season worth more than the whole cost of their
land. Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets and
shipping facilities. The climate and soil offer
inducements for almost every branch ot
agriculture, ihe advantages tor

Mixed Farming
and Stock Raising;

Dairying:,

make a tremendous appeal to industrious settlers wishing to improve their circumstances.
Por maltratad literato re, napa, description of farm
opportanitiai in Manitoba, Satkateoawaii. Alberta
and Bruno UHuamia, noocw railway raus,

ate, nw

w.v.BEiram

Room 4, Bee Bldgi Ornaba, Neb.
A rant, Oast, of Immtfratlait
eeionisaiton, Bominran oi anana
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To Fit the Crime.
Mrs. Younghride We hadn't been
married a week, your honor, before he
hit me with a piece of sponge cake.
.Tudge Disorderly conduct. Ten dol
lars and costs.
Mrs. Yotinglirlde And I'd made the
cake with my own hands.
Judge Assault
deadly
with " a
weapon. One year.

First Find Thyself.
Try thyself unweariedly till thou
findest the highest thing thou art capable of doing, faculties and outward
circumstances being considered; and
then do it.

John

Stuart

Mill.

Don't Forget Cuticura. Talcum
When adding to your toilet requisites.
An exquisitely scented face, skin, baby
and dusting powder and perfume, renImportant to Mothers
dering other perfumes superfluous.
Examine carefully every bottle of You may rely on It because one of the
CASTO RIA., that 'famous old remedy Cuticura Trio (Soap,
Ointment and
for infants and children, and see that it
Talcum). 25c each everywhere.
Rpnra

the
M
fwrrsi . n
Signature
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
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Bolshevik Exponent Is Premier, Michael
Kalinin Being President of Central
Executive Committee.'

Profiteer Saw at Once What Was
Lacking in Dictionary That
Agent Was Offering.

Most Americans believe that Nikolai
Lenin is president of Russia, whereas
he holds an office which corresponds
Archer Milton Huntington, the fam to that of the British premier. Michael
ous author and collector, said, at a Kalinin, a peasant, for more than two
years has been president of the
dinner to Bayehester:
Central Executive committee.
."When, a war profiteer begins to
His position is only about as politically
collect, the spectacle is amusing;
"A New York profiteer was visit powerful as that of the Freuch presi
ed by a book agent who tried to dent, and, whereas the French execu
tive's position is mostly social, the
sell him a very - elaborate dictionary for his library.
Russian president is mediator, cham" "lliis dictionary,' said the book pion and political
adviser of the
peasant mnsses of Russia.
agent, 'has all the latest modern
Kalinin's office in Moscow Is not
It includes the newest technical and scientific terms, and la the Kremlin, but In an ordinary
there Isn't a feature lacking that goes office building In the heart of the
s
to make a
work of the kind.' city. It is the one place in Russia
'Let's have a look at her,' grun where no "papers" are demanded
when one enters and no guards stánd
ted the profiteer.
'
'Heexnmlned
the dictionary a about the doors.
moment, then he handed It back.
'Young feller,' he said, 'you can't
Her Choice.
work that book oft on me.'
Little Helen's mother had been care'What's the matter with the book?' fully telling her of the expected arsaid the agent.
rival of the stork at their home. Hel'She nirt't got no copious index,' en had shown only a passing Interest
said the protlleer."
In the news until questioned as to
whether she preferred a little brother
Easily Pleased.
or a sister. Her answer was very
'Which do you prefer, the Greek direct. "I don't care whether It's a
or Roman nose?"
"Any nose suit brother or sister, but I hope it's not
Die that keeps out of my business."
a cousin." Life.
first-clas-

'

If you cannot honestly obtain all
you want, you have an easy remedy
do not want so much.

The fact that a man has the sleep- habit is no sign that he
will find rest in heaven.

Whose fault is it when your
husband is cross at

breakfast?
If you hit your thumb

with a hammer you
wouldn't blame your

thumb for hurting.

Then why blame your
husband whose nerves
may have been pounded
by coffee, and whose rest
probably has been broken
by the irritation of the
caffeine it contains?

If you stay awake half
the night you don't feel
any too cheerfuL
The caffeine, of coffee
and the thein of tea are
known drugs. If their use
is persisted in, sooner or
later the nervous system
may give way.
'

Then you may have
insomnia, or disturbed
sleep. Your nerves and
tissues will be robbed of
that stability essential for
normal and happy living.

You can avoid this
possibility if youll stop
drinking tea and coffee and
drink instead, rich, pleasing Postura.

Postura is the delicious cereal beverage with
a coffee-lik- e
flavor. It
affords the advantages of
a hot drink, without the
ill effects of tea or coffee.
Order Postum from
your grocer today. Try
it with the family for a few
days, and see what a difference there'll be how
it will permit Nature to
bring sound sleep and

strong, sturdy, quiet

nerves. Sold by grocers.
Postnm comea in two

forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
made instantly in the cup by
the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of
larger balk, for those who prefer to make the drink while the)
meal is being prepared) mad
by boiling for 20 minutes.
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NOTICE

NOTICE

HARPfNG COUNTY :WFW 'ÍIÍEXXOÓI

SPANI?II-AMERICAÑRO-

DRAYING

are now ready to build
that fire proof house or garage I have decided to put on two
for you, out of cement steam trucks on the City Dray within
cuwd blocks or brick, both face the next few days and will be
or common finish. This is the able to handle all of your haulhollow wall system which means ing, draying etc. Will also be
a dry house, we also do General able to do some wheat hauling
Contracting and Carpenter and and long distance trips. When
Mill work;
in need of any of this line of
Roy cement Products Co.
work to be done, call or phone
John II. Horn baker. Prop. me.
Roy, N.M.
;i
Frank J. Seidel. '
Manager City Dray.

NOTICE FOR rCELICATION

;

We

:

..

Mrs. Minnie Hora has leased
FOR SALE One McCormick
two rooms in the Lucero build- Row Binder, used only one seaing and will open up a firs); class son, One McCormick Mower, borestaurant and short order. She
a bargain.

th at
ready for business next

-

NE-SE1-

--

DO NOT DELAY.

I

--

MILTON FLOERSIIEIM.
Agent
(Mail orders filled C.O.D)
Roy. New Mexico.

'

;

4,

S'a-SEV-

U,

4,

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE.

New Mexico,

HOME OWNER

-

the-schoo-

l

Winch of Mills, made a
business trip to Mosquero Tuesday night.
Rev. Holmes delivered two
very interesting sermons in
Mills List Sunday.
W. F. Bürris was a business

visitor of Geo. Cochrane's last

Monday.
.
Mrs. J. D. Medina and daughter Virginia and son.JVIatias are
in Las Vegas this week.
Dean Dennis is suffering with
a bruised arm which w as' caused
by a kick from a Ford. '
Mrs. Kennedy who' has been
visiting at the. G. C. Till home,
left Tuesday for. Oklahoma City
t. ..
Okla. i.
..
Last Sunday at the , home of
the brides, parents, Mr'. "and Mrs.
R; D. Purcell, "Harry 'Brbckmari
and Miss Hazel Purcell vere uni
ted in .the holy bonds of matrimony by. the Rev. B. Q..Massa-ge- e
in the . presence of about
thirty invited guests. The bride
was lovely in a beautiful dres'á
of white sheer material, while
the groom wore the conventional
black These young people are
well and favorably known in
tliia community where they nura
ber their friends by their
"

,

'

NOTICE is hereby given that
James F.. St Peters, of rúosqueró,
New Mexico, who, on Oct 2nd,
1919. made Additional Homestead Entry No. 026903, for V 4
of Eio of Section 18, Township
17 N, Range 31 E ElLP. Meridian, has fileá atice of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof,' to establish claim to tha
land above' described before A A.
Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office in Mosquero, New Mexico, on the 12th day of Octo-

THERE IS NO BETTER

TIME THAN

RIGHT NOW

TO HAVE THAT HOUSE

STUCCOED

WHY VAVE

IT DONE

WORKMEN

WAN AT

WHEN

AN EXPERIENCED

NO EXTRA COST

YOU
WORK

WHATSOEVER.

SEE

E. F. HENRY, the Contractor
ROY, NEW MEXICO

about it as he has had the experience- to give you what you
-

want.

,

íimimmiimmmééiiéimi..é

rrnnnnjujj

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT
COMPANY, Inc.
:

.

26-4-

BY INFERIOR

CAN HAVE IT DONE BY

J. M.

at

August 19, 1921.

NOTICE Mr.

er

;

..

We

,

'

(Bonded)

v

,

Mosquero, New Mexico

"IWprand

V.;

Efficient Set

."'

of.

'"'

are ready to make your Ah&khets now.

W. H. COPLEN,

Maaer

Mosquero, NewMexica

'

"
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THE MILLS SHOE UEI'AIR SHOP.
All work neatly and promptly done.
Located in the Old Bentley Building
WE SOLICIT A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE
Wm. Schoenerstedt Prop.
v,

'

"

Ml,ls'

New Mxico.

.

.

o

L

,

post-offic-

General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work

Kan-f""tCi-

I D. Wade,Prop

.

FATJO'S HONEY

írT

ty

'HEN you have Pump or Wind
V
mill troubles or have any
work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Gibson and they will fix it
WE ARE NOW PREPARED TO REPAIR PUMPS
WINDMILLS OR ANY REPAIRS IN THE
PLUMBERS LINE.
Call JUDY and GIBSON when you are having troubles
with that wind mill, or pump, we can fix it.
.
WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERY- -,
THING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS
ft
LINE, ALSO DEEP WELL PUMPS,
WINDMILLS. CASING AND MANY
OTHER ARTICLES THAT COME
UNDER THIS LINE OF
'
WORK.
:

i

W

u

IF IT IS TO BE FIXED, WE CAN FIX IT.

JUDY AND GIBSON
successors to BAUM BROS.

t

Fatjo Apiaries

Roy,

New Mexico.

i

Fire Insurance

ii
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The Pioneer
Down throujfh tb years since the
start of the tractor industry has come
the Rumely OilPull with its leadership
unchallenged. No other tractor can equal
this remarkable OilPull record of performance for unrivaled dependability,
economy and durability,
- It combines many exclusive advan-tafe- sguaranteed kerosene burning, oil
cooling, highly refined motor, crank shaft
of U. S. Naval specifications, dual lubricating system, etc Have us tell you more.

SV4-SE-

N,i-NEV-

Geo E. Cochrane
THE

Anderson Garage &
Machine Works,
Roy, New Mexico.

AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.

í

is what your CALVES need.

-

4.

i

I

PURITYBLACKLEG AGGRESSIN

e

will be
Paul Roeber.
Monday, and will serve regular
meals. Mi's. Horn is an experie2000 samples to select, from.
nced cook and a restaurant lady
Order
that suit now. THE CITY
and asks for a portion of tfie puSHOP. ROY NrM.
TAILOR
Watch the
blics trade.
advertisement
week
her
for
next
Adv.
BAUM BROS
v
At the old stand' with a full line
Get rid of that nervous, fretful feeling. Brace up. take Tan- SELF OILING WINDMILLS,
lac and you will look everybody PUMPS AND CASING, EMERin the face with a smile. Sold at SON, OLIVER AND JOHN
Fairview Pharmacy.
DEERE LINE OF IMPLEME- ber 1921.
NTS, GRAIN DRILLS AND Claimant names as witnesses:
'
Z PUMPING ENGINES.
NOTICE FARMERS
James A. Mcintosh, George
Owens Bean
Cash or Terms
I have a 4
Augel, Frank Weir and Boss
Thresher and corn shelter, and
Gale, all of David, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,
I am in the market for your FOR SALE: One 20-- 28 Case
Register.
bean threshing and corn shelling Separator in A-- l cnditlon. Also
I can do the work and will ap- one Titan Tractor. These are prpreciate your patronage . See iced to selll. Write, phone or see
Serial No. 022747
After the weddincr
me or write at once.
Contest No. G364
loe F.Mitcrrell, R.F.D.1 City
was served to the
'a
dinner
fine
Ab Waggner
nt
NOTICE OF CONTEST
'guests such as the bride herself
R.F.D. A. Mijls, N.M.
Department of the Interior ,is famous for preparing. We
may
concern
To
all
.whom
it
remUnited States Land Office
take pleasure m extending the
remarkable
Tanlac, the
Notice is hereby given that
Tucumcari. New Mexico happy pair our congratulations
edy that everybody is talking
aH those who owe me notes on
Fairview,
best w,shes-Tabout is sold-bSeptember, 23, 1921
account and do not settle same
The grooms parents gave
Claude L. Ingram of Bry-at the First National Bank by
mfair
dinner Monday to thirty
September 5th, same will be pla- antme, N. M. Conestee :
THRESwhile about one i,unjred
FOR
COAL
YOUR
JET
attorney
an
of
in
hands
ced
the
hercy
that
notified
You
are
guests assembled to-fifty
m
HING AT THE MESA
immediate collection. Plea- George A. Osborn, who gives gether Monday night and trea
BINS AT THEIR for
se give this your immediate atted the newly weds to an old
e
Gallegos, N. M. as his
ELEVATOR.
tention.
time
charivari. The crowd was
address, did on August 2Gth
T. A. Smith,
on candy and cigars and
treated
Cisco, Texas. 1921, file in this office his duly everyone present went home wicorroborated application to con- shing Harry would marry ofte-rte- r
Quick Service, reasonabe . pri- test and secure tht cancellation
. They will live on what is
ces, Steam Vulcanizing; all work of your Homestead Serial No. known as the Bob Melton hornet-steaeuaranteed. at. the. SERVICE 022747 made March 13, 1920,
GARAGE.
Mis Laura Case is staying
for SEi.i of Section 6, Township with Mrs. H. Martin this week
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
DISC ROLLING
. NOTICE
15 N, Range 31. East N. M. P. while Mr. .Martin is gone to
AT THE OLD STAND,
I will cut your feed on shares, Meridian, and as grounds for
with a shipment of cat
WITH THE LIHERTY
contest he alleges that the
tle.
J. M. Elder.
GARAGE
ha 3 never established reNOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
A'bcrt hy Tas hau' ing wheat
sidence on the above described
Mills last Tuesday for Roland
..
Sealed proposals will be recei- entry ; that he had wholly aban- Siler.
ved by the County Board of Edu- doned the same r.nd thr.t :uch
G. I!. Ilackett had mother
cation of the County of Harding, abandonment has exkted for stroke of paralysis one day last
.
New Mexico, in the office of more that six months last past
k but
botter at
v ted
.
:
to
next
date
and
that
this
prior
Mrs. Myra O. DeFrees, Presi
this
wrti
dent of the said Board, Mosque- he has whol-- failed to improve
Freeman Thetford had the
ro, New Mexico, up to 12 o'clock or cultivate thesame as required misfortune to upset a Ford truck
noon, the 25th day of October, by the homestead laws, which last Tnesdav right "'hile coming
11
Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey 1921,' for the construction of a defect still exists and the de
mt
s' of not
been
cured
have
to
faults
School
House,
Public
according
case
by
sale
the
wu nu
Fc
UtLWH,
luiiciiwy
iVl
tuero
to the Plans and Specifications fhitt Aa
and in 5 g&. cans
damage
done.
serious
entryman
has not
That the
prepared by J. W. Thompson and
Retailed by all
Company, Architects, and said been nor is he now eneraged in
Leading Grocers
W. II. Franzen of 2248 Clark
building to be built at Abbott, the Military DeDaVtment. of the
Ar- - St, Chie"", sends his bost le- States,
in
United
either
Italian Bees and Queens
its
County
New Mexico, within said
my or Navy, engaged in service jgards to bis many friend- in Roy
of Harding.
on
the border of Mexico, in the i Mr. Franzen is one of tbeGrent
A certified check made payawar
against Germany and her Divide Colonists and uvort m h'oy
Springer, New Mex. ble to the said County Board of. allies, nor is he in concentration for several months. The 3. A
P.O. Box
Education, amounting to 3 perkeeps hm informed of the doings
cent of the proposal submitted camps elsewhere.
the mesa. '
of
therefore,
You
are.
further
must accompany each bid as
a guarantee that the contractor notified that the said allegations
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
will enter into a contract and will be taken as confessed, and
will
entry
your
said
be
canceled
furnish a good surety bond to
Department of the Interior,
without further right to be heaIhave taken the agency for be approved by the said Board rd, either before, this office or U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayone of the strongest Fire Insu- in the sum of 33 & 3 per cent on appeal, if you fail to file in ton, New Mexico, '
rance Companies doing business of the amount of said proposal this office within twenty days
August 19, 1921.
builin the State and will be glad to for the construction of said
. NOTICE is hereby given that
publication
FOURTH
the
after
ding. The Board hereby reserinsure your property against ves the right to reject any and of this notice, as shown below, Lee West, of Roy, Harding Co.
your answer, under oath, speci- New Mexico, who, on November,
fire, lightning, tornados etc.
all bids.
fically responding to these al- 2nd, 1916. made Addl Homestead
I also insure farm property.
'Plans and specifications can legations
of content, together Application, No. 023278, for
be seen at the office, of Mrs.
I appreciate your patronage.
i,
Sec. 4. and
proof that you have
due
with
Roy, N. M. Myra O. DeFrees, President of served a copy of your answer on Sectoin 9, Township' 18 N. RanF.H. Foster,
said Board of Education at the
ge 26 E, N.M.P. Meridian, has
County Court House, Mosquero, the said contestant either in per- filed notice of intention to make
by registered mail.
son
or
'
New (Mexico.
You should state in your an Final Three Year Proof, to estaCounty Board of Education
swer
the name of the post of- blish claim to the land' above deof the County of Harding, New
to
which you désire future scribed, before F. II. Foster, U.
fice
Mexico.
S. Commissioner, at his office Pt
notices to be sent to you.
Myra O. DeFrees,
By
Roy, New Mexico, on the 12th
I. J. F.riscoe,
'
,;
President, Board of
Register.' day of October 1921.
;
Felipe Sanchez y Baca, Claimant names as witness?:?:
Education.
Solóme Naranjo, Isidro Vest,
Receiver.
Attest:
,
Trujillo, and Demitrio
Pablo
pubication
Date of
.
Wm. G. Johnson.
Garcia, all of Roy, New Mexico.
Second
Secretary, Harding Cou'
1 az Valvcrtící.
Dates at this office.
". THird
r.egtster.
nty Board of Education.
" Fouith
S-- A

br192ll

í

:MTCES AyrCTNITY

are-her-

Are you losing money by selling CREAM too cheap. Ship to
NOTICE
All parties indebted to the
TRINIDAD CREAMERY CO.
and you will notice the differen- Liberty Garage, must either pay
Adv. same, or make arrangments with
ce in CREAM check.
R. A. Pendlton by the 1st, day
October, otherwise suit will
of
Gold Bracelet on SaLOST
be
in
order., Pay and save cost.
turday Sept, 17th, either at the
Leave
town.
grounds,
or in
fair
NOTICE
n
office
at the
and receive reward.
To all persons knowing themselves due 'to me on sale notes of Rosebud, New Mexico, and
Tanlac is a spledid tonic and of October 15th, 1919, please
system purifier, now selling at make settlement on or before the W. A. Rockwall, of Rosebud. New
the rate of almost Ten Million 15th of October. Interest added Mexico. Paz Valverde, '
bottles a year. Fairview Phar- at the rate of 10 percent..from
Register. ..
macy.
.
date of sale.
T. H. Blankenship,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Winfield, Texas.
NEW RESTAURANT
Spanish-America-

Octoter

Department oftlte Interior,
The farmers are; bisy cuttingU. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay. feed digging: pota toes, etc
ton, Ne Mexico, '" :
Mr. arid! Mrs- - Roland Siler
August 19, 1921. -from Gforietta, N. M, visiNOTICE is hereby given that ting relatives and friends
James I. Malones off Rosebud,
Freeman TRetford, Virgil Yar-New Meraco, who, braugh and" Milfeir- Richie, each
Harding
"J.
1921 made Add,
on July,
trucft loai of groceries tl
Homestead Application, No. 027 Gladstone Saturday and Monday
575. for SEi4-NEitor the Wilson Cbi.
i,
Sec. 33. T 18 N
J. P. Jetfc was in Mills TuesR 31 E. E1.-NESec. 4 and
day
and bought wall board to
Section 3,, Township
17 N, Range 31 E, N.M.P. Meri- finish his home:
Mrs Ethel Harper was down
dian, has filed notice ' of intenfrom
Trinidad the first of this
tion to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the week on business.
Miss Nora. Miles of Amarillo,
land above described, before F.
II. Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at Texas is visiting her causin Roy
his office at Roy, New Mexico, Freeman and family-Elmon the 12tk dcv of October, 1921
Spencer has- been em
Claimant names as witnesses: ployed as janitor for
Ollie Kershner, of Roy, New house;.
Merico, C H.. Pryor,. of Rosebud.
Roy Brock of Abbott, C. A.
New Mexico,, Howard Anderson, Smith, M. H. Smith, R. 11 Smith
EVÍ-SE1-

1

hiivVX,

firt

10-1--

10-8-2-

10-15--

21
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October

FQR SALE
Twelve Disc
turned
The
UÜITEOUEñTSIEÍl-HARDESuperior Wheat DrilL .ran !trree out a fine line of job1 work,-fo- r
seasons. In excellent shape. the Hotel Mesa at Mosquero
Reasonable Price, Terms t suit this week. '
purchaser.
r
Oil
XL N, BAKER, City. .
Let Dr. Murdoch the Dentist
j took after your Dental troubles ;
Antifreeze Mixture of Some Na- Dance every Friday night at the he will be in Roy October the 17
Roy
good music, good to 22nd to take care of them.
ture Is Necessary in Water ; time, Theatre;
everybody invited.
'
of Radiators.
If you have a cane mill. I will
be
interested to hear from you.
Just received the very1 latest
E. S. Judy.
October Pathe Records, Come in
LIGHT OIL SHOULD EE USED
and hear them.
A. M. Davenport made a trip to
HOBSON The Jewler.
Springer last Wednesday.
Spanish-America-

,

n,

.

CIS

i

"

-

Leroy Forrest of Amarillo,
TexasvAssistant Manager of the
J. L Case Threshing Machine Co"
was in Roy the first of the week
'attending to business

.

.

It's pretty easy for the fanner
to jump in his automobile and
run to town when he has a little
business at the bank, but is is
easier to just drop a note in the
mail and let the carrier bring it
in. This bank will give your
mailed instructions the most particular attention and we want
all our customers to feel at liberty to hand us any desired directions by mail with the assurance that the same will be attended to promptly and' carefully. Mail your checks for deposit, your orders for bank drafts,
your
for nctcs due.

i

J
I

Batteries Are Under Much .Greater
Strain Than in Summer and Demand

Capital and Surplus

"J

good bank for everyone "

L. P. Schier of Segwick Co.
Kansas, arrived in Roy a few
days ajgo and is looking over the
mesa with a view of locating
here. He says Roy looks much
better to him than any other
part of the state, and he will
probably locate here. Mr Schier
came west for the benefit of his

40

.

..

You are hereby notified that
there has been filed and is now
pending in the District Court of
the Eighth Judicial District of
he State of New Mexico, sitting
within and for the County of
Harding, in said state, cause
No. Ten, on the Civil. Docket
thereof in which Charles D Horn
is the Plaintiff, and
J. M. Cox. E. J. Gannon, and
their unknown heirs, and all unknown claimants of interests in
the.: premises (said premises
being the real estate described
m the Complaint in this cause)
adverse to the Plaintiff, aré the
Defendants. The general objects of said action being to quiet
title in the name of the Plaintiff.
Charles D. Horn to those certain
Tracts of land and real estate
4yiri and beins" in the Countv of

vro,

thé

,

rK

--

To parcel post shippers we pay 40c and refund
half of the Destace and nay the postage on CORRECT
empty can returned, which makes the cream
vTf.,Tr,TTT
TEST
ueuvereu 11 uuuau.
t us
Ship your cream to us, DIRECT. Your cream check will amount to about
$1.00 more per can. Why split your profit with cream stations.'

HONEST

ic

Trinidad Creamery Company

y

COLORADO

'

j

ROY, NEW MEXICO. October 8th, 1921.

rs

1
!

"

.

,

,

Í
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M. P. Fields of the Advance
Rumley Oil Pull, was in town
this week assistintr the local sc
ents Anderson Brother! in the
sale of this well known tractor,
and looking after the future out- look of their business on the

mesa

Mrs. Gerald' Dodds who .: has
been visiting friends and relati-ves in Joliet 111, returned home,
last week, and ,say you should
see that broad smile all over
Gerald's face. He says never a
j bachelors life for me again. l;

MICKIE, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL
VjRVT6AU.tH' BOOKS

J:

tVAEX

GOT

fcOY WERE IF

.

We carry a fu'J line
of the famous Goodrich
"STRAIGHT - LINE"
Rubbers, lor
"nearly-grown-ups-

os rawhide

and

children.

rub-he-

OS IWO

And they

Ct most excs a try-obest proves.

rn

The rubber used in
them is lougn, almost,

Back. voiae , vjweu
HOU-Et-

ó

torn Nnmct Un
ooww
ao
tw meEr,
VbO, WCÜE AUO

-

GO
40- AR
MCW6 BUT HERE
TYV
BS ÜKE A PAN CAR. PASSIM' A TRAMP
CUTEST AWS60WS COXAB to 9PAVUM fo
ME MÜZ. UAST ViEEfc. VJHEU A VAOS CAOS)
WX)UO
'AC-W6- '
weWE." AU' I

cop'
'

clupsy-feelin- g.

cellently

.

mmw

.a

so

They sre always light
upon the fed

No betterwearingrub-tier- s
than these are to be
had anywhere. In fact
we can safely say that
one pair of these
tnnrt
nt
. .Vll
ardinar,,m fwi V

yet it

Rubbers are never heavy

and

fill JJ

1

"STRAIGHT-LINE- "

grown-up- s,

,"

...

light in weight

1

J

n

We shall be clad to
OW

you the line and

feel sure' that you will
find them even more
than we claim.

FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE CO.
aitftfWMWMwiwrt

By Charles Sughroe

EMfRNBOW

SWU.XOVJWS, BUT

in. every pair!

th

tf

FftlEMOV--

'

In the Lead"'

FLOERSHEIM WEEKLY NEWS

'

ARC

'

TRINIDAD,

R

WW

Delivered Trinidad
EXPRESS PAID BY YOU

US

BY

to-w- it:

one-four-

ETVtWes

PAID

For
Butterfat

;

,

one-four-

ton, have been in Roy this week
looking over the County High
Mr. Nelson is a
School town.
travelling salesman for the L.W.
Holly Office Supply Co. of Desmontes. Iowa. He is well known
by several of Roy people who
were glad to see him

OF OCTOBER

montM wl" not circulate

abouthftjfeatji as p$-- .

(EE

,1

We may have some very important news for you next week,
but not yet ready for publication

42

Butter fat

EXPRESS

8ome
also recommeba the' vse; of
a tighter grade oil In the motor Itself..
Brown and Thompson thié conBefore making thin change, however,
tractors have about 35 m$n at
It. li) well to cousnlt the service manager, tr the dealer whose make of car
work on the Roy School building
'.
you are driving.and if the weather continues faf
More Current Required.
vorable as it has the past few
weeks, the hew building will be
.Because' it takes moré current to
turn over a motor and start It In cold
ready for occupancy by Christweather particular attention should
;'
;:
mas.
be given the battery. It should be
taken to a battery service station, examined and recharged If necessary or
Don't forget the big 'dance at
if In need of an overhaul the work
the Roy Theatre next Friday
should be done without delay. "Days
night. Everybody invited.
are- shorter in winter and car lights
burn longer, which is an added drain
on the battery.
Also not as much
Read the adds in the S. A. and
running is done , in cold weather1.
1
reby the opportunity to recharge'
w .CiFUuui,.1c. ..imiw, um uenei: uescnueo. as the battery by reason of the ordinary
j .v.-jmesa by keeping alive your cou follows,
running is lessened and for this reantry newspaper, and besides only The South-eas- t
son the battpry service station should
one-fourlive wide awake merchants ad- and the South one-ha- lf
of the Jtte visited often for recharge.
vertise, and they are the ones North-ea- st
and the! Because a told motor is hard to
worthy of your patronage.
of the South-Iwe- st start, the ignition should be carefully
(the East one-ha- lf
over, contact points cleaned and
of Section one. gone
perhaps
renewed
if
Spark
East plugs should be taken outworl.
L. D. Woods and family of 111 Township Twenty-on- e
and cleaned
New
he
Me-Mexico
rt
Principal
Altus, Oklahoma, are domiciled i
and perhaps replaced, for with the
F. IJonry residence for ndian New Mexico, containing grade of gasoline sold today, as hot
the
the winter. Mr. Woods was a Three Hundred and Twenty a spark as possible is necessary to
fire the charge In the cylinder. It
homesteader just north of Mos- - acres.
might be well also to grind the valves
v here the Methodist Chu- You are further notified that If tills has tiot been done for a connr?
rch is located and homesteaded
,
siderable period. Power Is one
the
this fine piece of land way back uuieaa juu eiuer or cause to De requisites of winter driving and ofwithin 1909. He is still owner of this entered, your appearance in this out tight seating valves this is Imaction on or before the 26th day possible.
valuable piece of land.
,
of November, A. D. 1921, judgNew Tubea Desirable.
If your subscription is past ment wil be rendered against The snow and ice winter are hard
on tires. I'atched tubes should be disdue, we would aprecíate it very you by default
carded, for sooner or later they will'
much if you would pay up, as
Attorney is J. B. give way. In fact a tube' that Is a
Plaintiffs
it takes money to run a paper Lusk,
whose Post Office Address year old should be taken out and rejust the same as any other
placed by a new one. More tires fall
is Roy, New Mexico.
to give service du to faulty tubes
WITNESS my hand and the than any other cause. A tube, that
al of said Court this 29th day has seen 1Ü months' service' has giveu
S. B. Shannon, who has been
alue received. At the end' of that
visiting at the Guthman home of September, A. D. 1921
service the resiliency of the rubber lias
Ernest Anderson,
been lost so that it can no longer be
for several weeks, returned to
hardly called; a- serviceable,, air con
Clerk,
District Court.
his home in Dawson Thursday.
tainer. "Casings should be "exanilrrd
'
(SEAL)
for cuts and loose treads.
H. .T. Nelson and wife, of Clay;

ror

c

Your Track

-

;

TO ALL PERSONS MENTIONED HEREINAFTER AS
DEFENDANTS.

wife's health.

Cover for Radiator.
The dealer from whom on buys
accessories can furnish them. A radiator coyer Is likewise a good thing
to put on when the weather gets colder. Some prefer to use a cover for the
hood as well as the radiator.. The object Is to prevent as much heat as
possible, generated when the car la
running, from escaping, - One objection to the cover Is that jt tas a
tendency to discolor the hood, paint.
In. cold weather a lighter grade of
11
should be used in thé transmission and ílíffereptM. TMa" Is because
cold: tends to make oil' congeal, and
the "heavy grease or oil used, dorin

Mrs. Frank L.' Schultz entertained the Ladies Baptist Missio-ner-y
Society Thursday afternoon
at her home east of town.

Effective October 5th to November 1st, We offer you

ing tlic summer.
AVinter driving is harder on a car
than In summer, and the car must
naturally he in better shape to give
the same service. Automobile radiators freeze easily, and the first precaution that should he taken, is to
put an antifreeze of some natnre In
the water of the radiator. There are
a number of preparations on the mar- ket which,' from thé popularity they.1'
liove. enjoyed, have evidently given

MKMBEU FKDKKALKKSKKVK BANK

:

'

MONTH

FOR

GUARANTEED

THIS CREAM PRICE

the npfiruach of wintpr the
motorist Hlmuld think about his rar
and m hat lie must do for it if he is
to use it during the cold months und
oxjiccts the same service he had durWith

$60,000.00

--

CREAM WANTED

Recharging
Ignition
Need Cleaning.

Point

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

I

Small Favors Thankfully Received

SIX

OUT OF tVE

VJKlS
.ill

.Vi- -

I

It

-
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CAUJW' AU
OLE DAWG

'

'

THE .SPANvAyTttWflV
"ASKED TO PE&T '

The following is a letter
eeifea'liémíSlenáterX 'A: Jesses

fr

"

My Dear Mr. Editor:
The IDcpartraenS; of Agrio;!-- 1
ture has allotted to me for dis- itrlDutioii m JSiew .Mexico eaariy
nc .a spring a generous
survriv
of vegetable and flower seeds,
and I wfll be glad to honor all
auota will
.equf ts tar
permit If you will kindly give
.

EOY.

'

'

V

;

-

1X73.

'fR'
' f NOVEMEH tBSth.

TOCÉ

CIt TRASH

SALE

TWO'SnMOtES

V:
President

AJ. S. LAXD OFFICE At Clay- ton,. New Mexico. . ..
. ;
Septembei-26- ,
1921.
NOTICE is herebv .riven that
Pedro Marbais, of bolano, Har- cung. County, 'New' Mexico, who,
on eptember, 15. 1916, and addl
January 5, 1921, made Home
stead Applicaton No. 022885 and
.

Appeals for Silent
duplication by Nation n

f.'i..

Armistice Bay

TheAmericanpespleere

if

cal-

LOTS OF THINGS
ARE STARTED

--

Í

led pía by President Harding
in a prodamation issued Sept, 30
4 "fíer á silent two ntoiute pra-

asiy

rUELICTIOíí

FOR

Lepaitment ot the Interior

-

1

;

PQTVTY NEW WEXTCO. SATURDAY. October 8th, 192Í;

MADÍN

that are never finished, but, there never
was a thing finished that wasn't started.
The sooner a thing is started, then the

his'pUlüidítyítheccourtesy will yer .atnoon on Ainmiitikie day,
io. U2'ioo, ior SwrSeVi- - Seii
be appreciated.
SwU,
Sec. 13. NVa- Nov. 11, when the body of an un- Very truly yours,
LNW14, Sec 24.
Nei4-Iin4
jteown. American ioildier Skilled in
Andrious A. Jones
Sec Z6
France, will be laid it rest in
bee. 2b. Se'i-V- i.
u. s. s;
ISwi4-Si,
Sec. 29.
Arlington National! cemtítery.
i,
and
- uheproclarnatiian 'caiis upon
Section 30
Big dance at Roy Theatre Sa- 18 N, Range 26 E, N. M.
devout and patriotic citizens'
iturda,y .night October 8th; Eve- - to pause for two minutes from
.P. Meridian.
rybody invited.
12 o'clock noon until two minutes Pure bred Roan Durham Cüll Has filed notice of intention to
maKe rinal inree Year Prooi,
iast 12 "for a period of silent
"WHITECLOUD"
of Will sell for cash, or tenns to to establish claim to the land
íbegiver
!3nryeof
thanis
ta
TTJfCIKrfyUDCAn
"CAÍ
OHLI-niOmDnCAU
an g00(i for these valuable and
auove uuuii'ioeu, beiore í. ti.
suit the pinlhaseT.
'Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at
íLEKESilANBMOTKER'S
Trades on Marketáüte Cat
ms 0IIlce at liy
ev Mexico,
hu
tle
considered.
cr
Can't
hogs
.
His blessings upon our beloved
on me io aay oí isevemoer. lyzi
with
lonoev'
mv
i
Travnrite 'Where 'Difficult to Ger country "
r i&imtn ' Claimant names as witnesses:
m
'

SwV.-Swi-

A,

Sw.&-NeV-

w,

w,

i

sooner we Accomplish the Undertaking.

S'á-SeV-

This applies in a special way to the
ning .of BANK ACCOUNTS.' The sooner
the account is opened the sooner the funds
begin to accumulate ; and while it is never
too late to be thrifty the earliest moment
you can begin will not be any ahead of
time.

Tow-.nship

tie't-awV-

,

1

.

U

ñ" Inrcy'ro?

.

You will agree with us, we are sure, that
is the simple truth.

!

Eixctions aite
the proclamation

.diisiaciory leasi.
,

.

KtcfM .'Reeom'm.ndd hv, Hnm. Pr
rnomiet Kitchen fíOepartinent cf
AgricultuM
F relés Cooker
Maintain Temperature.

i1,

cortfc&iñed

;

i

,

vk

,

j

We are opening up new accounts every
day, let your's be next. You x'an open up an
account for anv amount, and we pay interest on TIME DEPOSITS.

Oionido Lucero, Hilario Luce-- for the half
ro
and Juan Va Lucero, of So- M.N. Baker ' Cit
masting of the flags on all public
.lano, .New Jklexico, and Isidio
buildings, all stations and on all
oy, ew Mexico.
o
cu:n Vnnr prram to the host
Paz Valverde,
AITRlICaP emoassies. legations marlre TriníHaH TrMmPrv
f.
and consulates 'fhrougliout thef fers 4
Register.
totffedxt raitáJthe

market

--

i

Noriaí&om samnettoxonset a. creamery pays the express and!
uce uai, vvutu xt is, wt this price
guaranteed until NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
com- - "hope of the Fues'ideitt that the fjov
'
Department of the Interior
l

i

ibreH'd, .hicii i
"iimnly ealleU'hy tUe misleading
f "salttrising bread,"(iaK twn

Scitrisins

mime f Whole hatiOU shall join in honor- timwa Hng AlTierica's dead of the world S1 A 1

tn.onfotnvW;m1o,U,ríorgenera,ionS.hTCc.
iha'l.ecn;a particuJar favorite mipi ,

i!:iiVwf1itll''flt'8l
ciint. iluc luiw
htvíjít: n
imvri
wiiij

"

i

A

fMvwitrimunl ifiy thethiime economic
Hnit'n ..of the United States depart- -)

ium of agriculture:
t ;xe wtt milk (1
I

ttfbtfspoons whil
xin .meal
feMRMon call

1

aauu-uieiiniiH-

it

1

1

impawn,, then

te

.o.--

.

cool on- -

,Awt.uj

.

Escrow Will Now be

siibmittpfl to the voters At the
recent election carried according

..

'oiii'

fcoW

,;f

Piace
turnea over to i&xe
er .a iheavy .critck .or pitcher
ewmrtind hy wateriataWntiHO to 140 C. Ü. Strong's office.
''WiHeriat "tftls
weintuV'
dCe
.1

ireasurer

.

Assistant

iuu v..uVU1 xllw,u..

ibottxt lu which tlieiteino" cea
le belli .without liMfOQ ven! ene, aurt
ftin te sofliirwi 'tiyiuitjPinK' netiy iqKl
It

Four of the 11
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amendments

11
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tfSnthetu"!
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fhíriS
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v
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A loaf

,

i

itn

-

v.u

i,

made with one enp of

liquMt

Iberefowe will come not quH up to the
jtóp of
pan of standard 1ne.

i

oii

roiMi

.,;;v.

."T

tívhI-v-

IMit ftt--

ti,

i

'

o err

.fo.ni

the ltases were filed.

"

Vmpncmr

m

To.
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Permitting

cities to hold bond elections at
o.' special elections. For 16,f98;

.
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.
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-
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rno-ne-
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Kegister

1VNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U.
S..LAND OFFICE at.Clay-.
;ton, iNew iuexica
r Septemter 26, 1921.
NOTICE is Hereby given that
osanta Narbias of Solano, Har
(ding Co, New Jtexico, who on
September, 14, 1916 and (Addl
-

1

.

i

,

f

Applications
forSJ.wti-Seij- ,,

vt

023092-02748-

,S2- -

r::::.Zr"y7
tn

o

1

0...1

;

a:
o, .mlownsnip ion,
inb'j., ceciion
26
E. N. M. P. Meridian.
Ranee
.
- intention to
"
"
malte Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land
oe to.(;iiljed. ?3efore F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office at Rov. New Mexico,
,on the 16 day of Nevember. 1921
Claimant names as witnesses:.
,' - (

-

?
v

w

"

'

6

NeiA-SwS- í4

1

x .1

.

No.

t
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A vigorous war uu lawless autolstg hag been launched In New
Vork.
Strenuous effort are being made by the police department to reduce the ap
palling number of deaths, through auto accidents, in the greater city. Patrolman Joseph Hullera Is shown Inspecting a car In Pnrb aveuué to "snot"
-

.

.

Don't forget tne big
Whst lid vo" do wítíi your John A. Stevenson 10 miles nor--' against22t425.
firmjYoj. wpc'i's. that if tT" oues- - til of Roy, and 2 miles ast of
Amendment No. 10. Removinc"
tion that confronts us all here Mills, If you are in the market limitation for .reelection of coun-- 1
Dionicio Lucero, Hilario Luce- vo ere, winter is at. our
tor some good cattle, tfcnt i ty school supentendents. For ro and Juan Va Lucero, of e
'
to tniy
place to go to. The iwns 17,699; against. 22.279."
no
).no. New"Mexico,, and Isidio
thp
cuestión;
are very reasonable, Johnson mil
voS that i"
Amendment No . 11. Road West, of Roy, New Mexico,
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Paz Valverde.
Iwnd amendment. For 28.980:,
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De Laval Cream Separators Sell

at Less Tnan
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Prices.

EASY TERMS!
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The bottom has dropped out of the

Western Electric
Prices.

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

Department, of the Interior
U. S. LAND OFFICE

ton, f;ew Mexico.

Taste is a
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Clay-
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September 26, 1921.
NOTICE is herebv given that
Jose I. Vigil, of Mosquero, Harding Co; !N. M., who, on September, First, 1916. made Addl Homestead Application No. 022923,
for Nei4; Section 18. Township

matter of
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tobacco quality

17 N.;RangeJ29 E.
'
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K

M. P.

Me-

Power & Ught Plant

Oui( Battery Station is Equipped
modem with a man in charge who knows
his business.
Free Water and Inspection.
New and Rental Batteries.

J. E. SUSEY COMPANY

ridian.
Has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land

AVc state it as our honest belief '
that the tobaccos used in Chester-

above described,' before F. II.
Foster. U: S. Commissioner, at
his office at Roy, New Mexico,
on the 15th day of November,

Y

Claimant names as witnesses:.
Caslos Montoya. Roman Perea
Juan Romero and Bernardino
ordova, all of Mosquero, New
Mexico.
Paz Valverde,
Register.

field

aré of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Gfiesteffie
CIGARETTES
of Turkish and

Domestic tobaccos

I

Mrs. Wir. Mericlp will sell at
Public Auction at her farm 6
miles Northeast of Mills and 13
miles north of Roy on
12th, 9 head of good
work horses. 5 head of shortñom
cattle and all kinds of farm
5 acres of corn, 5 doz.
chickens, a bunch oí turkeys and
all kinds of household goods etc
Geo. Cochrane will be the Auct- Wernes-dayOctob- er
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j
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maximum rate of taxation.
12,558; against 36,441.
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I

at

Commissioner,'

witnesses : .
Claimant names'
Florencio Esquibel .Francis-froco Esquibel and Marcelino
quibej, of Sabinoso, New- Mexico,
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The BANK of SAFETY and SERVICE.

his office at Eoy, New Iexico,
on the ltí day of Nevembter. 1921
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K.'Jttenduo.
HasfUed notice of intention to
make '! Final Three .Year Proof.
.

Amendment No. 1. Giving 'o- men the rirfrt to "hold rfftice.
i or 26. ill; against 19,175.
No. 2. Prohibiting
aliens ineligible : to citizenship
holdiny title ' to land in
Meicíccú,For,25)'825 ; against
o

'

II,

eü

M.

rhir.mD
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Harry
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h
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a
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, .... o.
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a
J
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This big sum, in other words,
"vailahle for imme"'i
part ff ibUing rater .Bd tap water
raseiby. theerommon schools
(unless 'the' tap water ) vanHwialtyi diate
and those state ' iastitafieins nta- varraj. IKiplaeed
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n fairly evaa temperatwe. cam be. mainlands leaatidr Tor tthe common
tained (tor everal .boiirs.
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Septemloer 26, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Áleíandi-- Meastes, of Roy,. Har
ding, Co. Jsew Mexico, who, on
September llth 1918, made Adl
Homestead Application Number
i,
024187, for
SwJ4- -'
SelA,.Sec. 1SL
SeU- - '
3U, V
NwVi,
Secton
.
Townsh p 18 N. Range 25. E. N.

tn finies from anta ITfe oh-tained by W. C. Reid, The ame- ndmentswhich have carried ac
n
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MILLION FOR
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Land Lease Monies rteld in
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IF YOURSUBSCRIP-TlON- i

IS DUE NOW

PAY: UP
WÉ CAN USE THE
MONEY.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

ROY.'JI ARDtNOXQUNTY. NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY. October 8th, 1521.
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scold cur wife- -. without- layieg
ourselves liabl to- a suit fer diausing
vorce" and alimony for
darand
fact
in
anguish
mental
(By request of Fr. Yachon.)
thing
a
of
think
we
can
ned if
Through Joseph C. Pelletier,
we can do. without becom-inthat
And-stildistrict attorney of Boston and
a law breaker.
advocate nf t.hp Knirhts
F.'O.B .UETKOIT
laws.
more
passing
keep
they
The County Commssibners
!of Columbus, thé K. of C. have
Educaof
Board
County
attenThe
week
issued a public appeal to all citi- were in sesión this
co- tion was in session at the county
matters
to
various
ding
the
zens to aid them in establishing
- - - -ming before them more especia- spat last Week and transacted
the identy of persons distribut lly
looking after the assessment a large amount of business in
- - ing copies, of a document al work now being completed by the interests of the Hardin
leged to be the "Fourth Degree
county assessor's office. '.. County Schools.
- Oath of the Knights of Colum the
Rev. S. S. Bussell, State
Mr. Ollie Teasdale. from Claybus."
of the Southern Bapin
visitor
business
a
ton,
Was
"This malicious invention s
School of New MexiSunday
especially designated to stir up town this week, bringing down tist
holding a teachers
transbeen
books
co,
ahs
record
of
the
enmity between Catholes and four
Coun- training school at Mosquero duUnion
old
the
from
cribed
said Mr. Pelle
ty Records. Mr. Teasdale, who ring this .week, closing Friday
tier, "and we ask all
the contract for transcribing night , The services have been
has
oitipens to cooperate, wherUnion County Records has well attended and a great deal
the
ever possible ,in locating the
completed the work on of interest manifested m the
already
sewers of hatred and potential
patents,
the deeds and is meetings.
the
disturbers of the peace who
on the mortgain
starting
now
and
make it a business to print
records.
miscelaneous
and
ges
NOTICE Of SALE OF SCHOOL
distribute it.
was
Clayton,
of
Nelson,
BONDS OF SCHOOL DIS-- ,
"Whenever and wherever thev Mr.
officers
i have been prosecuted they have calling on the county
TRICT NO. 1
always been found guilty, of and the local trade in the councriminal libel. Being essentially ty seat this week looking after
County of Harding, Stacowards they have never taken their wants in the book, blanks, Of the New Mexico,
formerly
liof
te
supply
office
their medicine like men, but stationery and
Mora
No.
,45,
School
District
his
by
accompanied
He
is
nes.
mercy,
always
whined
for
have
1
Mexico.
New.
litCounty
which we have invariably ex- wife who's looking over the
Notice is hereby given that
tended, This bofirua oath is still tle town and. wonderful courtry
'
I,
the undersigned, Treasurer of
"
.:
Surrounding
it.
-being circulated ,and we intend
Coyintv of Harding, of the
the
to prosecute the circulators, and
becR
Mr. Roy Fuller, who has
State 0Í New .MexIdO, will offer
to that end feel justified in ask- quite sick with
ing any who know of its circulaand who was not expected for sale and sell, at the town of
tion to communicate with us in to live, is now slowely recover- Mosquero, Harding County, New
and ing at the Daniels Hospital un- Mexico, on the 25th day of OctNOTICE OF SALE UNDER
NOTICE OF SALE UNDER the interests of social peace
common der the expert care of Dr.' Da- ober, A. D. 1921., Six (6) Nethe
understanding
and
CHATTLE MORTGAGE
CHATTLE MORTGAGE
welfare. He who stirs up hatred niels and the nurses . Miss An- gotiable Bonds of the denomio-natio- n
of FIVE HUNDRED
of one body of Americans, harms derson of Pomona,- Calif, who
V
State of New Mexico, )
.State of New Mexico, , )
Dollars each, of School
($500.00)
not
alL
Roy
was
was notified that
- )SS.
)SS,
expected ..to live, came out; and Distinct. No. 1, of the County of
County of Harding.
County of Harding.
)
)
Harding, formerly school distrCHURCH MEMBERS ENTER- it is rumored that' his early reNo. 45 of the County of Mora
Foreclosure of Chattte Mortgage Foreclosure of Chattle Mortgage
ict
extent
large
covery
a
is duetd
TAIN DEPARTING AND
' WHEREAS,
George. M. Lews
of
the State of New Mexico.
happy
presence
and
the
WHEREAS,. A. N. Woodard,
to
her
NEW PASTORS
Bonds to become due not
Said
of Roy, Harding' County, in the of Roy, Harding County. State
romance
.
ending of their little
twenty (20) nor more
than
State of New Mexico, as mortgaas
le3
place
to
expected
take
Rev. H. G. Gardner, pastor of that is
(30) years after
thirty
gor, by a certain Chattle Mort- of New Mexico, as mortgagor,
than
his
completed
has
he
as
soon
the M. E. Church here for the
'
redeemable
at the pleand
gage, dated the 15th day of July by a certain chattle mortgage, past
date,
V" ,'
year, departed Wednesday recovery.
.
School
of
of
the
Directors
D. 1921, which vas duly fi- - dated the. 3rd day of August,
T
asure
j
at
The County Commissioners
wun nis iamuy ior ucerue,
vA far rppnrH in tho said rnnnt.v A- D.
No. 1, of the
School
District
1921, which mortgage was
looked
week
session
this
a
accepted
their
where he has
Harding, of the State
of Harding on the loth day of duly filed for record in
pastorate. Rev J. E. Holmes ar- over the petitions that were pre- County of
said
the,
Mexico,
at any time afAugust, A. D. 1921, and duly
New
of
commuacby
the different
sented
county of Harding on the 5th rived Tuesday from Colorado,
from the
years
(10)
ten
recorded in Book A, on page 31,
ter
companied by his family, and nities, listened to the representaof the county Clerks Records for day of August, A. D. 1921, and will probably remain as pastor tions of a representative of the date of said Bonds.
Said Bonds shall bear interest
chattle mortgages, sold and con- - duly recorded in Book A, of the of the local church for the ensu State College who was present
vcyea 10 tne irimaaa Manaara records of said county, said mor- ing year.
and made arrangements for the at the rate of six (6) percent
bottling Company, of Trlriilad, tgagor sold and conveyed to V.H. Quite a crowd of people.jfath-ere- d appointment of an agricultural per annum, interest payable
Colorado, as mortgagee, the
at the office of the
nderson, as mortgagee, the
at the parsonage Tuesday agent for Harding County.
Harding "County,
described personal pro- '
of
Treasurer
evening to bid farewell to Rev.
As our new county is one of
blowing described personal
perty,
in
Mexico,
New
the town of MosOne Br.kery
Gardner's and to welcome the the leading agricultural counties
New
Mexico,
quero,
Soda Fauntain and Fixtures consaid bonds
new comers. They took a
of the state, it was thought that
Ou-l ord Car, Engine number
bidder
sisting of the entire fixtures behighest
sold
to
be
will
the
lunch with them and the the farmers were éntitled to any
Provided
longing in the confectionary and 241950 . and- - eight stacks of evening was very
cash.
thereof,
for
to
enjoyable spe- assistance that it was possible
.'bakery business, situated in the wheat, on his farm in said cou- - nt.
cannot
Efive them and the services of however, said Treasurer
.town of Roy, lot four in block
bid
said
bonds
accept
any
for
nty ; and whereas, the promisso-- We hear that extensive im- an educated, trained and instru- which
(90)
Ninety
less
than
is
Department
agent
of
provements
the
on
be
are to
cted
made
tcseribed nr said Chattle mort - 7 "Ul uescnuea in saia cnaiue the church buildng and parson who could meet with them in cents on the dollar.
G. Parkes,
age, and that the building will their own homes, go over with
xo secure the payment ot said! is now due and unpaid and mor- - be moved
Harding County,
Treasurer of
to a more central loca them in their individual prob'
nene .ior wmcn saia conveyance tgagor has departed
New
Mexico.
help(Mills Developer)
lems and assist them with
this state, tion.
was made, is now due and unpaid
.
,ii
ful counsel and advice was deeand
deems
himself.
and whereas the holder of said
NOTICE OF
essential to the better deve
med
note riPPtns itsplf insprnrp anH insecure and there is due and ouvmumi mmum
lopment of our greater resour-.. IANDLORDS SALE
TO
BUILD.
li
there is now owing and due the- - owing thereon the total sum of
possiujuwes
ces. tne agricultural
N0W
SaÍd
therefre'
of the county.
State of New Mexico, )
The Masonic Lodge at
TÍffindTl80-00A local wedding was celebraV' 11 Anderson, mortgagee, by ger has purchased a site just
)SS.
PnS-nv
)
rfs
ftttorae J B" Lusk- Es,i- - uth of the Methodist church ted here Monday, the 3rd when County of Harding.
local sch
Ramiro;,
Miss
Juanita
rent
Landlords
sale
for
A.
M
village
Mrs
from
that
i Pursuance
of the power in ft
ool girl, was married to Mr. Edit- WHEREAS, by virtue- of a
d chattle mortgage granted,
KiclTÍhíse
ardo Jarramillo, of Campana. lien in behalf of Landlords, as
f tH?PU; l0eS hreby "iVe ntiCe f the
A Big dance and reception was provided by Statute, I, F. H.
pubHc salo of all of said proper- - and the lower to be rented for given in the afternoon and eve- - Foster, the landlord of George
rbusines purposes
:'Jon for cash on the 15th day
ning that lasted well into the M. Lewis, will sell or cause to
of October, A. D. l'JJl, between ty at public auction for cash in
"wee sma nours oi morning.
be sold on Saturday, October
the hours of ten o'clock A. M. hand on the 15th day of October
Dr. D. C. Daniels, has commen the 15th, A. D. 1921. between
ruA
Mr.
Hephner
of
near
and the setting of the Sun the A. D. 1921, between the hours
the hours of ten o'clock A. M.
erecting .a new house in cea woi'K on an
same day; subject however, to of ten o'clock A. M.t and the,f,
Jose I. Armijo buildup
and the setting of the Sun of
Wp71im
Rov
fn
AM:tim
the lien of F. II. Foster, landlord setting of the Sun the same day,
by the same day, to satisfy the unrecently
purchased
Street,
i
j
.
aim vwu wu UKtunie a le&iuein . .
'.
of said Geo. M. Lewis, being in
nun, win
paid rents long past due and
exienu 11, im ura
the sum of $180.00 up to and in- on thebusiness street of Roy, of our fine little village.
'raise the front and ad a new owing on the premises formerly
county
upon
said
and
State,
and
cluding October the 15th, and
and use it for temporary occupied by said George M. Leroof,
-,
R. P. bhaya will leave Sunday
costs of sale. Upon payment of payment of the purchase price
n hic wnitar whidi is wis, and more particularly des' the purchase price, said proper- said property will be delivered for Vaughn where he will visit,
Ue to.üaccomodate the large cribed as the House on lot four
....
a: t
ty will be delivered, to the res- to the respective purchaser th a few davs and later sro on to
in block twelve in the town of
1UUIY
I1C
J7UICU1
Will
Viie FiiinHs
vvueie
pective purchaser.
eiiiei
)in1
ereof.
ofontiin
Roy,
said county and state, said
The Trinidad Standard Bot. Co.
This 26th day of September, the interest of his Aunt and her, A ,
crowd of men under rents amounting to the totál
children. Mrs. J" oley will accom- Mortgagee. 1921.
t
htt. . sum of $180.00, said sale being
.
r Fiirvi Tt
.n... vv, 'n fr n
By its Attorney, J. B. Lusk,
V. H. Anderson,
(ghlin is CHttmg posts ott oi tne had at the front door of said
Dated 26th day of SeptemMortgagee.
large tract of land recently
building; above described, and
By his Attorney, J. B. Lusk.
ber, 1921.
Leda Schnell is erecting chased by the Wilson Company consisting of the following des
a fine Bungalow on the lots she in San Miguel County, and is cribed articles, to wit:
recently
purchased in Montezu-(placin- g
the posts on the market
One Typewriter, One Cash ReDandy team of
FOR SALE
J. A. Stevenson Sale Postponed
Addition.
Miss Schnell is in car load lots,
ma
. v
One Check Machine, Two
gister,
mares, weight 24001bs. Age
We are not feeling well. The Court ters.Two Show Cases, One
The Public Sale of J. A. Ste cheap and on terms to suit bu- one of Rov's nomilar School
Ma'ams and says if she can't world is going to the dogs and Bread Case, Shelving- and base,
venson of north of Roy has beenH
and we One pair of Scales. One Soda and
rent a house she sure can have! the eternal
postponed from Thursday Sept yer.
use of Ice Cream Fountain, complete
the
What's
one
care.
built.
don't
N.
DeWeese,
L.
22nd, to Friday October 14th.
Everything
is with all fixtures, One Furnace
?
living
soM.
Mosquero, N.
This will be a large sale and
managed, misma- for Bakery and numerous fixme of the best milk cows on the
Cashier E. C. Smith jumped in so .changed,
naged, governed and misgovermesa will be sold, also all kinds
About 23 or 30 his jitney and away he sped ned that all of the fun is taken tures and attachments thereof,
WANTED
Twenty-fou- r
or more Chairs and
maTitan
machinery,
two
of farm
head of nice Hereford Heifer over the prairie southwest
out of life. If we get a glass of Stools, four or more Tables, One
tractors, Disc Plows and Tam-detoo Safety Safe, One Refrigerator,
disc. Sale will commence calves.
nging on his return to Grenville fider d it has aged a little
a
law.
broken
If and other articles, goods and sup
a
we
i
hav
Mrs. Henrietta Russell and dau- - lon&
promptly at iu a.m. tLiuncn win Write or see:
1U!
A
tanea
C.
Yarbrough,
W.
We
lew
laKe
TIo1m
rr,y. Mice
fnv enmn leva
plies to numerous to mention.
le served on the grounds. Don't
few
and
cat
a
medicine,
raisins
Roy,
A.
Route
N.M.
This 26th day of September,
(Grenville
News)
forget the date, October 14th,
visit.
sit in a cool, dry place for a p A. D. 1921.
while we are liable to be rai- COAI!, COAL! AT THE
1920 Ford TouF. H. Foster,
FOR SALE
40c for butterfat and we pay !ded bv a srovemment agent. We
,
Landlord.
ting Car, in first class condition, 4ESA
the express) is our cream price cant play a game of cards, we
ELEVATOR.
inust be sold at once.
Attorney,
J. B. Lusk.
By
his
for October. Trinidad Creamery cant hunt on our own land with
I. C. Dodds.
out a permit from a paternal
A BARGAIN If you want a
warden department we . .The peeple of Roy will be int.game
4
FOR SALE
Male Duroc
FOR SALE Four Poland China bargain on the best wheat farm
m our wn tank with erested to learn that Roberts &
fish
cant
i.hoat.3, elidigable to register, see in Harding County, write me at Jersey Pigs, will weirh .about out laying ourselves liable to
Olvcr have again reduced their
25 lbs each, they are dandies too
or address
once. If taken . soon will sell
col- - prices on lumber and building
tax
cuss
cant
the
rest,
we
'
Chas Depew
Wm. Creswell,
cheap. 320 acres and only a few
iiector without being guilty of material.
9 miles Southeast of Roy.
t
miles from town.
assault with words, we cant say
T. H. Blankenship,
A Diamond Ring on
LOST
We are now prepared to do all what we think about or neigh- Be sure and see Dr. Murdoch
Winfield, Texas.' kinds of generator and electrical bor without getting arrested for Monday or Thesday of this week
if you have dental work to be
worn, remember we guarantee slander, we cant run our juney on the streets of Roy. Finder ple- "1- done, as he will be in Roy from SWAN DOWN Flour at the all work.
to t Sniph--"- "
on the highway without break- - ,
Octolier 17th to the 22nd.
Co .
receive
Mesa
reward.
cant
and
office,
we
law,
can
F. S. Brown Motor Co.
ing some traffic
-
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Touring Car
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Truck Chassis
$595
Coupe
$660
Sedan
These are the lowest prices of
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Ford Motor Company.
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Sept, 7th, 1921
.Notice is herebv
Roger Q. Stubbs, of Mosquero,
N. M. who on Sept, 3, 1918,

tw
irv

de Additional Homestead Entry'
026173. and on MaV 8. 1919 ma
de Additonáli Homestead Entry
jmo. uztnvtj, ior
of Sec 1,
Tp, 17N, Range 28É, and
ii
of Sec, 12, Tp. 17N, Range
28E, and Nw& and Wi2-Sw- i,
of Section 7, Township 17N, Range 29E. N.MiV Meridian, hna
filed notice of intention to make
EVo-Ne-

I'nal .'three Year Proof, to esta-

blish claim to the land above
described, before A. A. W
U. S. Commissioner, at hs of
fice m Mosquero, N. M.. on the
26th day of October 1921.
Claimant names aS witnesses:

Phillib S. McDowell,

fire-ar-

m

Montoya, Augustine Blea, and
jonn (j. McNeill all of Mosquero,

MM

.

i

,

h'
'

Paz Valverde,
Register,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Pkv.
ton,New Mexico.

" is herebySept,pi7th,
ven that

'

1921

t-

' Notice

Bingley D. Atkins, of Abbott,
Harding Co, New Mexico, who
on January. 22. 1918.
Ho
mestead Application No. 025792
for
Sec. 5.
Se4-SeV- l,
m-iri-

Sw-SwV-

p

A,

Sec. 6,

,,
Section
8, Township 22N. Range 25E.
N.M.P. Meridian, has fled notice
of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before
P. H. Postar TT R fWimiac innar
at his office at Roy, New Merico
on the 24th day of October 1921.
Claimant names aa witnesses :
A. J. Ausur.
H. B. Martin.
Lonie Shipley and Ésta Atkins,
an ot Aboott, Jew Mexco.
Paz Valverde,
WJa-Nw-

'

;

.

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at
Mexico.
.
Sept, 7th, 1921
Notice is hereby given that
Santiago Martinez, of Mosquero,
N. M.; who" on Sept. 7, 1916, ma- Clay-ton.Ne-

rln ArMi'tinna!

No.
SwVi-NeV-

and

i,

w

Ti'ntvir

for

023017,

Nw-.WEVfc-Nwif-

i,'

c.

section 12, Township 17N.

biRan- -.

ge 28E. N. M. P. Merridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to es- -,
tablish claim to the land above
described, before A. A. Wynne,
U.S. Comissioner at his office
in Mosquero, N. M. on the 27th
day of October 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Cruz Baca, Julian Garcia, Luciano Baca and Jose Garcia y
Chavez, all of Mosquero, N. M.
Paz Valverde,

Register.

lit-tl-

ss

I

FOR SALE
NEW FORDSON TRACTOR
and plow. Write or see
IRA THETFORD, MILLS.N.M.
it- - i- - ísi pa.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
(ISOLATED TRACT)
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico.;
September 10th, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
as directed by the Commissioner
of the General Land office) under, provisions of. Sec. 2455, R.:
S., pursuant to the application
of Faustin Hernandez, of David,
New Mexico, Serial No. 027704,
we will offer at public sale, to
the highest bidder, but at not
less than $3.25 per acre, at 10
o'clock A. M. on the 23rd day of
November, 1921. next, at this
office, the following tract of

land:

.

Sec. 29, T. 19 N.
Range 29 E. N. M. P. Meridian.
The sale will not be kept open,
but will be declared "closed when
those present at the hour named
have ceased bidding. The person making the highest bid will
be required to immediately pay
to the receiver the amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
land are
advised to file their claims, or
objections, on or before the time
for sale.
Paz Valverde,
Net4-Nei-

4

above-describ-

ed
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Register.
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Have .your. VULCANIZING
at the Service Garage. No
burned rubber. We use a . steam
plant.
done

,

THE

For the Young Woman
Who Is Pale
Kansas City. Kans'. "When I wai
a. girl just coming into womanhood
I became all rundown, weak and
I was
nervous.
pale as death. My
people became very
much a 1 a r m d ;
they thought I was
going Into a de- fi'-- cline. My mother
f&!r took me to our
druggist and asked
It he could recommend some medicine. ' He told her to try Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription, and she did. I
had only taken It a short time when
I began to improve and it was not
long when I was well In the best of
health." MRS. BELL GAMMON,

my

2919 Roosevelt

No alcohol.

Ave.
Liquid or tablets.
.-

MOTHER, QUICK!

Southwest News

SPANISH-AMERICA-

GIVE

PERSHING PAYS

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

New Mexico
and Arizona

Even a sick child loves the "fruity"

taste of "California Fig Syrup." If the
little tongue is coated, or if your child
is listless, cross, feverish, full of cold,
or has colic, a teaspoonful will never
(ffestcra Newspaper Union Nswi Service.)
fail to open the bowels. In a few
According to Coach Johnson of the hours you can see for yourself how
football team of the New Mexico State thoroughly It works all the constipaUniversity, the team .this season will tion poison, sour bile and waste from
be one of the strongest lineups in the the tender, little bowels and gives you
history of the institution. At the first a well, playful child again.
practice games of the year twenty-on- e
Millions of mothers keep "California
men were in uniform and the prospects Fig Syrup" handy. They know a
for a winnlg team is better than ever.
today saves a sick child toDamages in the sura of $1 and court morrow. Ask your druggist for genuine
costs were awarded the plaintiffs by a "California Fig Syrup" which has diSuperior Court jury at Prescott, Ariz., rections for babies and children of all
ages printed on bottle. Mother I You
s
in the now famous
"smoke damage" case against the must say "California" or you may get
United Verde Extension Mining Com an imitation fig syrup. Advertisement
pany. Costs of the case will run beSlight Resemblance.
tween $2,500 and $3,000 it , is estiOne of the Texan friends of Repmated.
resentative Cooper met him the other
a
of the outpost at
day.
pathe
establishments of
with
"You smoke, don't you," he asked.
trols at Ruby, Tres Bellotes and San
Fernando, Ariz., has been ordered by "Sometimes," said Cooper."Take, this," remarked the Texan.
the commandant of the eighth corps
area, according to word received by "This is something like a cigar."
Cooper took the weed, lighted It and
Governor Campbell from Thomas H.
Slavens, chief of staff at Fort Sam puffed three or four times.
"Yes," he assented, "this Is someHouston, Texas.
Harry E. Blohm, a resident of Texas, thing like a cigar. What is It?" New
a young man about 23 years old, com- Orleans Lawyer and Banker.
mitted suicide near the stocXyards of
One can grin without an Inner ImTueumcari, N. M., by shooting himself
pulse,
but a smile needs better backclothing
a
military
rifle.
His
had
with
'
,
been removed from his chest and the ing.
placed directly
muzzle of the gun
over his heart and death must have
SomeMenSwear-Othebeen instantaneous.
According to a report of the local
Chamber of Commerce and the business men of Gallup, N. M., tourists
have spent on au average of $1,000 a
day during the summer months. The
This is-- Just another fisherman's
tourist business has been the heaviest
story. A pipe and tobacco have somein history In spite of the fact that for
thing to do with it. Somehow when a
a part ol the season the roads have man s in the worst luck, a few pulls
been in bad condition.
at the little old pipe help to buck up
his courage, make him able to grin and
A force of 325 authorized gnme warBut the story:
dens are employed by Arizona for a yell, "Next!"William
Marion Reedy
The late
period of sixty days to enforce the went
tuna fishing off the Pacific Coast
state game laws. The regular staff of "The tuna are kept in a roundhouse
deputies has been 'supplemented by
somewhere over near Japan," he
wrote, "and one of them is released
scores oí special officers for the huntevery so often to make the round trip
ing season. Every forest ranger In the
of the Pacific." '
state is deputized as a deputy game
Out in a motor launch with a boatperiod.
warden for the sixty-daman, he finally hooked one a
The gross bonded indebtedness of
no, by Jove, an
The boat had to do a
Arizona is ,'4,406,275.29, according to
to keep the line from going
a statement prepared by State Treasunder the keel. He reeled and unurer Raymond Earhart. The statereeled to keep the line from parting.
ment, which is in the farm of an affiFor 1 hour and 11 minutes man and
davit, has been prepared for the First fish fought. Then the tuna seemed
National Bank of Los Angeles, suctired out; it began to come in, when:
"The boatman stoops for the gaff
cessful bidder for $1,000,000 worth of
and the fisherman raises the pole to an
Arizona tax anticipation bonds.
approximation of the perpendicular-cra- ck!
The cornerstone of the hew high
The line parts like a fiddle-strischool building which will be erected
and one end whips around the
in Estancia, N. M., has been laid with
poie. i ne nsn
sinks l(ke a
the Masonic order in chnrge of the cerstone.
emonies.
This is the first time cere"The fishermonies of this kind Jiave ever been
man looks at the
held In the city and shows that the
boatman, who
valley town is rapidly taking its place
looks back one
In the centers of Interest in the state.
glance, then
turns to his levThe .Mesilla Valley Sweet Potato
ers. Not a word I
rowers' Association of Las Cruces,
The fisherman
N. M expect to handle over 1,500,000
sits down and
bushels of sweet potatoes this season
looks at the sea
most of which will be stored In wareas if it were not
houses. Market conditions are not
there as if the
tunahadplunged
favorable for shipping at this time and
away with the
most of the crop will be put in storage
life of him.
for curing and by spring it is believed
"Wearily, almost somnambulistically,
that the prices will be back to normal.
he reaches for pouch and pipe and fills
Officers and directors of the Mutual the, latter from the former and strikes
Improvement Company of Las Vegas,
a match."
Some men swear others just smoke.
N. M., have let the contract for the
It helps a lot to have the right tonew hotel to be known as "The Meadbacco at hand in times of hard luck.
ows," the cost to be $112,495 when comThat may be Edgeworth.
pleted. Tenants of the present CenOnly you can tell that.
have
been
to
tral hotel
vacate
asked
Without making any foolish claims
so that work on the new building may
that it must bé the right tobacco for
you, we invite you to try it and judge it.
be started as soon as the materials
Simply send us your name and adcan be placed on the ground and it is
dress on a postcard.
will add
likely that it will be well under way the
name of the dealer to whom you
by the time cold weather comes.
will go for more in case you like
h,
we would appreciate that courG. W. Lambert of Capitán, N. M, reports one of the biggest potato crops tesy on your part.
We will despatch to you samples of
ever raised in that part of the state.
Edgeworth in both forms Plug Slice
Mr. Lambert will harvest over 60,000
and
bushels from his farm this year.
Edgeworth Plug Slice is formed into
flat cakes and then sliced into thin,
Copper road signs will be used Inmoist wafers. One slice rubbed for a
stead of steel ones throughout Arizona
second between the hands furnishes
if plans now under consideration by an average pipeful: Edgeworth Ready-RubbCol. John C. Greenway and the Autois already rubbed for you.
mobile Club of Arizona are' carried to
Both kinds pack nicely, light quickly,
fruition. Ever since it was started the and burn freely and evenly.
You will load up the little old pipe,
campaign "Buy Something Made of
tilt back your chair, put your feet on
Copper" officers of the association have
desk or mantwpiece, and puff,
taken a deep Interest In suggestions the
puff, puff decide for yourself just
offered calling for the use of copper Low good a smoking tobacco Edge-worinstead of steel, not only for road signs
is.
Both Edgeworth Plug Slice and
but for auto license plates as well.
Edgeworth Ready-Rubbare packed
Officers in charge of Battery A,
packages, in handin small, pocket-siz- e
N. M., have been advised to begin
some tin humidors and glass jars, and
making preparations at once for the
also in various handy
big encampment which is to be held at
quantities.
For the free samples which we
Fort Bliss the last of October. All the
members will be required to attend and would like you to judge, address Larus
& Brother Company, 41 South 21st
it will be an excellent outing for the
Richmond, Va.
personnel of the organization,. Most of Street,
The Retail Tobacco Merchants
If
the equipment for the battery has aryour jobber cannot supply you with
rived and the horses and guns are exEdgeworth, Larus & Brother Compected In the next few days. All the pany will gladly send you prepaid by
n
parcel post a one- - or
carton
men will receive pay at the big enof any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
campment the same as that of the men
Ready-Rubbe- d
forthe same price you
of the regular army.
would pay the jobber.
county,
N.
The schools of San Juan
M., have the largest enrollment in. the
history of the county, the total number of pupils id Farmlngton alone being over 300. Out of this number 86
The Safety Razor
are registered in the high school,
which is more than in some of the
larger schools of the state.
Good progress is being made in the
Cntimra Soap ihaTa without motf. Everywhere 26c.
paving of alleys In Albuquerque and
three blocks have been completed. Ow OcnoiiM Bnclukin Olere, direct from factory
13.95. From selected aklni.
ing to the great Improvement which tiulle-AngAudits wanted
Co., Desk 14, Gloverovtlle, N. 1
this work makes in the city, plans are
tPtXMDID CWOHTimtTT to
pin non'
now being made for,the continuance of
KHEUULA sod Toll.t ArticT... W
LADIES MUinc
known. Libctai propoettlnn. DR. C. H. BERI
the work.
COM? AMI' lent 4. Mkbiaa Anana, CUeai
Biles-Wele-

drawled

Steve, of
"My cousin Pete
.Tombstone, Ariz.
was a purty healthy sort o' feller, but
he died of overattention."
"My goodness !" ejaculated the tenderfoot. "I never heard of that com"Ta-ns,-

"

Two-Gu- n

plaint."
"Purty common

round these
Too many people noticed that
he was stealin hosses." American
Legion Weekly.

SWAMP-ROO-

dlg-gln'- s.

FOR

T

KIDNEY AILMENTS
There U only one medicine that really
as a medicine for
stands out
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver and
bladder
stands the
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands
upon thousands of distressing cases.
makes friends quickly be. Swamp-Roo- t
cause its mild and immediate effect is soon
' realized in most cases.
It is a gentle,
healing vegetable compound.
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y for s
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.
The Delay.
"I'm sorry but you'll have to wait
an hour for this prescription to be
filled," said the clerk in the drug
J
store.
"Why?" asked the ninn who was
in a hurry. "There are eight or nine
clerks in the store."
"I know that, sir, but the only
one who knows how to put up prescriptions has gone to lunch."

Ari-vac-

rs

Just Smoke

y

sixty-pound- er

eighty-pound-

merry-go-rou-

er.
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;
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ciGARETTEjF

Coasted
Notice this delicious

flavor when you
smoke Lucky Strike
it's sealed in by
the toasting process

EASY TO KILL

Edge-wort-

RATS
and

MICE

Ready-Rubbe-

V

By

Vúng tht Canuiw

STEARNS'

ELECTRIC PASTE
Ready for Us

Better Than Traps

Directions In 15 language! In erery box.
Mice. Cockroaches, Anta and Waterbaga
destroy food and property and are carriers of
disease. Sttarni' Electrie Paite forces these petti
to run from tbe bnlldlng for water and fresh all.
"Money back If It falla.".
8ócandll.W.
V. 8. Government buya It.

Rtt,

YOU

CM SAVE

$50.02

recovering yoar old
auto top irmnw joarwii.
Wo make thcoe recoven
to fit oil makes and
modela of earn. Any CC 7C
person that can drive a J)). I
n w.
Mn nnt i
furntah batrortion. aloof end qnarW Mratl
earn
By

v

and up

rer

ed

Roa-wel-

a

SLOW
DEATH
Aches, pains, nervousness, difficulty, in urinating, often mean

serious disorders. The world's
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

GOLD MEDAL

bring quick relief and often ward off
deadly diseases. Known as the national
remedy of Holland for more than 200
'.years. All druggists, in three tizas.
Look (or the name Gold Medal on every box
and accost bo imitation
W.

N

U., .DENVER," NO.

ed

th

tur tala. faaUnara, watta and tawka. All
i. ta. um
emit
sad modal number of yaw ear and w will ama
wSalogM with aarnplaa mmd quU yaa auct pries).
TIWK
Dopt.
CtecftMMtft. Ok
BUTTY
CO.,
Mv
A
TOP
U

nr

d.

l,

two-doze-

Cuticura Soap

Shaving Soap
u

IM1EN

AVOID

TRIBUTE TO HERO

FOR CHILD'S BOWELS

From All Over

HOW

SURGICAL OPERATIONS
'VALOR

WILL BE INSPIRATION
TO MOTHERS," SAYS U. S.
COMMANDER.

TO THE UNKNOWN DEAD

Some Are Extremely Necessary, Others May Hot Be

Every Woman Should Give Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a Trial First

SOLEMNITY

MARKS CEREMONY
OF TRIBUTE TO FALLEN
OF FRANCE.
(Western Nottspaper Colon Nem

Chicago, 111. "I was in
bedwith a female trouble and
inflammation and had four
doctors but none of them did

me any good. They all said I
would have to have an operation. A druggist's wife told
's
me to take Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound
and I took 22 bottles, never
missing a dose and attheend
of that tima I was perfectly
well. I hava never had occasion to take it again aa I
hava been ao well. I have a
ix room flat and do all my
work. My two sisters are
taking the Compound upon
my recommendation and you
may publish my letter. It is
the gospel truth and I will
write to any one who wants
a personal fetter." Mrs. E.
H. Haydock, 6824 St Lawrence Ave., Chicago, III

Senlce.)

Pink-ham-

Paris. The United States paid its
highest tribute to the dead soldiers of
France when Gen. John J. Pershing,
In the presence of an immense throng,
Including
President Millerand and
other high officials of the republic,
laid the congressional medal of honor upon the tomb of the unknown
poilu under the Arch of Triumph. A
military review, second In size only to
the historic Victory parade, followed
the ceremony. A picked battalion of
American troops from the forces on
the Rhine led the parade, which was
reviewed by President Millerand, General Pershing, Ambassador Herrick
and all the marshals of France.
Before placing the decoration on the
unknown
soldiers'
tomb,
General
Pershing stood liefore It at salute for
several minutes. Then, In a voice
slinking with emotion, he declared :
"In the name of the President and
of the people of the United States, as
a token of our perpetual belief In the
righteousness of the cause for which
you died, and as a mark of respect
and admiration to you and to your
countrymen,
I place ' this congressional medal of honor upon your
tomb."
'

The American headquarters band
from Coblenz then played "The Marseillaise" and "The
d

Banner."

A Vermont woman
adds her testimony to
the long line of those
fortunate women who
have been restored to
health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Yesretable
Compound, after It had been decided an operation was necessary :
Burlington, Vt. " I suffered with female trouble, and had a number of

doctors who said that I would never be any better until I had an operation.
f was so bad I could hardly walk across the floor and could not do a thing.
induced ma to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
My sister-in-laand it certainly has helped me wonderfully. I keep house and do my work
and have a small child. I have recommended Vegetable Cornpound to a number of my friends and you may publish my testimonial." Mrs. H. R. Sharon,
Apple Tree Point Farm, Burlington, Vt.
In hospitals are many women who are there for surgical operations, and there
fs nothing a woman dreads more than the thought of an operation, and the
long weary months of recovery and restoration to strength if it is successful.
It is very true that female troubles may through neglect reach a stage
where an operation is the only resource, but most of the commoner ailments
of women are not the surgical ones : they are not caused by serious displacements, tumors or growths, although the symptoms may appear the same.
When disturbing ailments first appear take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound to relieve the present distress and prevent more serious troubles.
In fact, many letters have been received from women who have been restored
to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound after operations hava
been advised by attending physicians.

General Pershing's speech made a
profound impression upon the assemblage and brought tears to many eyes.
Referring to the unknown as "soldier
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private Text-Boo-k
upon "Ailments Pecu.
of France, dear friend and my comliar to Women" will be sent to you free upon request. AVrite
rade," the general said:
to The Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
"In your noble life and In your tragThis book coptains valuable information.
ic death you have become to the world
ah Immortal symbol of devotion" to the
highest Ideals of mankind. Your valor on many fields will ever remain an
inspiration to living mothers who
weep over your grave as they recall
the- heroism of their own brave sous.
"Your allied , comrades remember
with 'deep emotion how you cheered
them as you fell. They praise your
gallant deeds while they renew their
Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
vows of allegiance to the principles
then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.
for which you fought. Dear friend,
You will relish your meals without fear of trouble to
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
your battle Is over. You sleep quietly
Dizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow,
amid the noisy traffic of a great city.
Pimply, Blotchy Skin. They end the mitery of Constipation.
"For you, the victory is won. You
Smill Pill; Small Doie; Small Pries
signature
gave your last drop of your life's
blobd for liberty and in the glorious
sacrifice of your youtli was born the
Passing of Old Dobbin.
Signs Significant.
hope of those you left behind.
In
Old. Dobbin and the
The days when camping was I
your heart there is malice toward
none, but cnarity for all. It is this bufigy', long since pushed from the novelty are over, and now camps foi
spirit and this alone which will estab- city streets by the advent of gasoline children and adults flourish from tin
and the flivver, are losing favor in Northeast to the far West.
lish confidence among nations.
Driving down an Adlrondacks road
ihe rural districts of the United States,
according to the preliminary report of the
lady noticed tw
Two Soldiers Killed By Train.
the bureau; of census on the 1020 signs within a few miles of each othei
Los Angeles, Calif C. J. Sermer-sliei- census
of agriculture.
American
that warned autolsts of nearby camps,
seaman on the U. S. S. Arizona, farmers now possess
autoThe lady wondered If the wording ol
ami Arthur G. Bornes, seaman on the mobiles, and this allows more than the signs characterized the real differ,
U. S. S. Nevada, were killed at Los 302 machines for every 1,000 farms.
ence between girls' camps and camps
Angeles harbor when the automobile
Not only Is the
shay on for boys.
in which fliey were riding was struck the decline In rural centers, but the
The first sign proclaimed: "Girls'
by a Pacific Electric Intcrurban train. report on motor trucks, tractors, tele- Cnnip Go Slow."
F. II. Grant, seaman on the U. S. S. phones, water supply and gas or elecThe second: "Dnnger-P.ojCamp
Nevada, was seriously injured. They tric light Indicates a rapidly Increasing Ahead." New York Sun.
were returning from Long Beach to adoption by the farmers of urban conveniences.
the harbor to rejoin their ships.
Cincinnati's Pride.
Cincinnati lias spent $3,000,000 on a
Six Hundred Hindus Are Slain.
city hospital, described as one In which
Old English Farthing.
.
Calicut, India. The situation in
The farthing Is an old English coin, It Is a pleasure to be sick. Here Is a
Meluttur Is becoming very serious. coined in silver first by King John. suggestion for a pleasant and InexThe rebels are offering Hindus the The Irish farthing of his reign bears pensive summer vacation. Go to Cinalternative of death or Islam. If the the date of 1210 and It Is valuable be- cinnati and fall 111. Boston , Tran'
Indians hesitate to choose they are or- cause It Is so rare.
script.
dered to dig their graves. If they
refuse to embrace Islam they then
are shot and dropped Into their graves.
In the fighting at Nyal, when tribesmen under their fanatical leader,
attacked the
town, C00 of the tribesmen
were
killed.
The British had fifty-on- e
casualties.

Miaf to ffalie for.
Pisorfierefl momac

-
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high-wheel-

one-ho-
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Abdullah-El-Soghaye-
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Flood Cuts Off Town.
Blythe, Cal. A flood caused by
cloudbursts In the mountains north of
of the
here swept away twenty-fiv- e
fifty-tw- o
miles of track of the California Southern railroad and practically cut Blythe off from communication with outside points. Other damage from the flood was reported to
be not serious. This section of California usually has little rain. There
were several washouts on the Phoenix
branch of the Santa Fé lines, with
which the California Southern con-

nects.

c
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Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."

Lifer Kills Convict
San Quentln, Calif. Harold Wilson,
r
sentence for burgserving a
lary, was stabbed to death at San
Quentln penitentiary here by Loult
Koulouris, serving a life sentence for
murder, according to prison author
Ities. The knives used were obtained
from the shoe shop, where the men
had been working. The motive was
not ascertained definitely. The stabbing occurred as the convicts were
filing out of a hall after a motion picture performance.
four-yea-

WARNING! Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds
Toothache
Earache

Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Bandy tin boxes of 12 tablets
.sVspllisi

Is Ik

trad

dark rf Bartr

Bottles

Huuicturt

of. 24
C

and 100

MoaoacaK

All druggists.
kacidaatar at Salter Ueact
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Mrs. E. H. Fester is visitinsrl
friends in Denv,uc this week.

Minsk Hera, is a new

reader of tae
this wet'.
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Published By s .
C A. IIean. Manager of the-Hotel
Mesa
isi
Mosquero,
PRINTING; (iQfiTAXY
st
Clarence Wright of Dawson,
THE
a
was in town the first of the week new reader of the S.A. this week-Frank L. Schqfcfc. Editor.
Win. G.. Johnson.. Associate- JHS
on business.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Kilmusrray,
Subscript;
$2.00 per year, payable atactic in. aixmce..
are attending the Raton Fair
Has your child enrolled in
this week and taking a much
school? If not why not? don't needed
Entered, as ssecpnd.-clasN. 3sL
vacation.
matter at bhaposk office- a
wait until all get ahead of her
'
or mm.
T
Regbtered: August. 2.7,. 1S12
T,
,
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WHY NOT?
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BEAUTIFUL ALL WOOL BLANKETS, . $5.50 to 12.00
Baby's soft and downy Bo Peep crib Robes, $1.50 to $3.00
A COMPLETE LINE OF OUTINGS AND FLANNELS
COME IN AND SEE THEM,'
It will be a pleasure to show' you.
GROCERIES

north of town, is reported very
sick at present.
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For artistic job work
see Spanish American

Dr. Murdoch will be in Roy
October 17th to 22nd to care for
your Dental troubles. See him
on these dates.

Hon. E. F. Gallegos, Chairman
Commissioners,
was in Roy on business last
Wednesday.
..
,

of the County

FOR SALE 12 lots in the
Floersheim Addition. Well locaGUARANTEED VULCANIZES
County Clerk Anderson, and ted and priced to sell, write or
see
AbMr. iMeaiey of the Mosquero
Chas Depew
stract Co. were business visitors
THE SERVICE GARAGE.
in Roy Thursday.
Prof. Hendricks went to Santa
We are now belter prepared than evFe Fridav noon on biminp'.s fnr
to
handle your auto and tractor repair
er
Miss Lillian Purdum, left for
me
ooara. ue win return
scnooi
We burn in bearings, waich aiakes
work.
her home in Oklahoma last week Sunday' and be ready f rr' school'
their,
much longer.
last
viafter spending several weeks
work Monday.
We can do any kind of mechanical and
siting fter old friend Mrs. J. E.
electrical work and we guarantee every
Brown.
The Protracted meeting now
piece of work that we- do.
n nrogress at Solano, in being
Bring in that car or tractor and let
Mr. and Mrs. John Talbott, of WOll fltt".pnrirl find rvKir'v imrd ic
us overhaul it before the busy season sets
Clayton, spent Sunday at the reported being ("one. Rev. Mes- in..
Harvey German home north of sagee has charge of the' meeting.
,:CoiT!e to the place where you get
town . Mrs. Talbott is a sister.S
your work done fcv Competent Mechanics
of Mr. German.
and the work GUARANTEED."
Rev. J. tj. D. Taiwl the Me- mini-tathodirt
of
place,
RAYMOND PENDLETON PROPRIETOR
this
is b
Dr. Murdoch the Dentist, will Attending
the M. ' E. Church
be in Roy from October 17th to
South
''e
GUARANTEED VULCANIZING
22nd. If you have dental work Texas Conference at El Paso, 3
week.
this
him
see
be
be
done,
and
sure
to
on those dates.
Mi. J. E. Gilstl'?P Of Ma.V.Vell.
JmomamiuaauMimiLMr iiitiK
Ray Leach is the new meat N. M. and Mr. Whitmore, of IV.í
cutter at the City Meat market. ver, representing the Li'ie Light
visitor,
Ray is a good one, which means Plant Co. were busir-esin Roy Saturday and Sunday.
you
will
serve
market
this
that
the best that can be had.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Floei'shcim
We are glad to note that pu- made a trip to Wagon MmmdT
Most successful business men owe their success to the
pils from all parts of Harding and Vegas last week, where Mrs.
Saving's Account Habit.
Countv are enrolled in the Hard Floersheim will visit for a few
while
Edgar batches it
ing High School. We would not) veeks
CULTIVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE
ana enjoys a me oi single
be surprised to see at least loU
enrolled in this High School next blessedness.
Deposit a dollar or two each week and see how rapidly it
year
A. M. Ross and family of
will grow.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Siler, of Gould Oklahoma, spent a few
Glorietta, are visiting relatives days the first of the week at
We will open an account with you for as low as $1.00
and friends in Roy this week. the W. W. Gilstrap home. They
We PAY 5 PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS
Both are glad to be on the mesa left Wednesday morning for
Wagon
MamMound
a
few
for
and
days
Daddy
and report that
ma Epps are just doing fine visit.
NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE
over on top of the hill.
Guy Anderson and family arTV Mr.t.e" Jennie Thqrton rived in Roy from Birdseye, Ind
and Gawe of Iowa, arrived in last Saturday and they are reao last Friday and took up dy to settle down on the mesa
Capi'a.l and
their duties as teachers in the for a few years again and raise
Surplus
Harding County High School tall wheat and good old frijoles.
Í36.0Ü0.P0.
Monday morning. Both of these Guy has staid away much longer
young ladies are College gradúa- - than we expected, but he like al!
tes and will be a valutble asset the rest, finally came back.
to our school.
:
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Pounds J.S.B. Coffee in Milk Maid pails

$2.25

. . . .

GALLON FRUITS, ALL AT A BARGAIN
Dont forget our fir.e Aluminum Sets given away
with enly $10.00 in cash purchases. '
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The Only Road To Success

COME IN
Let's tal over a Chevrolet ca., a Samson
Truck or Sa jvuonTrac-tor- .

15

F.-

S.

Brown Motor
Company
.

;.

''

DISTRIBUTORS

Mosquero Abstract &

Title Company

(incorporated and Bonded.)
AESTRAnV. FURNISHED PROMPTLY

ON ALL

LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.
Insurance of all kinds.
'

Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
Mosquero, New Mexico.

Aim ur

0Y

Mr. and Mrs. John Van Dyne
of Springer, spent Sunday in
Roy visiting at the C. Weatheril
home. We could tell from Johns
lotions 'that he was still hone
sick for good old Roy. Mr. and
Mrs. Van Dyne read the S. A.
every week and say they can't
get along without it.
The County Board of Education held a very important meeting at Mosquero last Monday.
Several very, important matters
were threshed out and the contracts of several teachers were
approved.
Other matters disposed of was the Abbott Bond
issue and the renumbering of
the school districts. The BoptS
will meet again on October 23th.

Fairview Pharmacy
The Koy Drug Store

i
i
s

I

T
I

t
YOU received a statement on the
1st of October showing your balance

We do business on a 30 day basis,

so' if your account is due, ccme in and

A complete line of;
Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos,
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.

UP

TO-OAT-

E

SODA FOUNTAIN
JAM

the Popular Drinks andjlc ts. HotDrinks injseason.

News stand,

AH

tha aiast Magajkns and daily papers.

ESTABL1SHEDJ1908

Dr. M. D. Gibbs
'

(Proprietor.)

PAY UP.
V

S. E. PAXTON GROCERY CO.
I

